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OUR
VISION

CSA’s vision is to make cricket a truly national sport of winners. This has two elements to it: 

•  To ensure that cricket is supported by the majority of South Africans and available to all who want to play it.
•  To pursue excellence at all levels of the game.

OUR
MISSION

As the governing body of cricket in the country, CSA will be led by:

•  Promoting and protecting the game and its unique spirit in the context of a democratic South Africa
•  Basing our activities on fairness, which includes inclusivity and non-discrimination.
•  Accepting South Africa’s diversity as a strength
•  Delivering outstanding, memorable events
•  Providing excellent service to Affiliates, Associates and stakeholders
•  Optimising commercial rights and properties on behalf of its Affiliates and Associates
•  Implementing good governance based on King III, and matching diligence, honesty and 

transparency to all our activities
•  Actively marketing cricket from mini-cricket to the Proteas.

OUR
VALUES

CSA is committed to living by the following values:

•  Honesty and integrity – we tell the truth and act consistently on a set of ethical principles.
•  Professionalism and diligence – we strive to perform at the highest level of excellence.
•  Mutual respect and fairness – we acknowledge the rights and dignity of others and treat 

those we engage with equitably.

TRANSFORMATION
STATEMENT

Transformation is about the sustainability of financial revenue, human capital and 
talent in the work space and on the field, thereby ensuring Cricket South Africa (CSA’s) 
sustainability, relevance and competitive edge. Cricket South Africa firmly believes 
in systematic transformation from grass-roots as an entry point and throughout its 
cricketing structures. Such transformation provides improved access, fair opportunity 
and support for all South Africans, within and beyond the boundaries of the playing field.
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Chris Nenzani | President, CSA Thabang Moroe | Acting Chief Executive, CSA

The national weeks are the 
jewels in Cricket South Africa’s 
(CSA) development crown as they 
represent the progress our boys 
and girls make through cricket.

This development is not just 
about cricket. Our sport is 
unique in that players spend a 
whole day together in playing 
a match rather than a couple 

of hours. This inevitably leads to well grounded and lasting 
friendships based on comradeship and respect. When you enjoy 
playing cricket with or against another cricketer you tend to find 
other areas of common interest outside the game that form an 
important part of one’s overall social development.

CSA values our investment in youth extremely highly. It is an 
important contribution to nation building through cultural diversity 
which has become one of the pillars on which our cricket is built. 
CSA has travelled a wonderful journey as we celebrate 26 years of 
unity and everybody can be proud of their contribution.

There are countless cricketers who have gone on from our various 
tournaments to engrave their names with distinction in South 
African cricket history and we congratulate them and thank them 
for their contributions.

I must also put on record our thanks to all the people who have 
given up their time without reward to coach and mentor our 
youngsters and also to the parents who have encouraged their 
children to make cricket their preferred sport.

No successful tournament is possible without the assistance of 
scorers, umpires and grounds staff and we thank them as well as 
the staff of our affiliated provinces for their unsung contribution.  
I want to assure them that their contribution is highly appreciated.

CSA urges all the players to appreciate the privileged position they 
have been given in being selected to represent their provinces and 
to make use of the opportunity. 

CSA, for their part, will accurately monitor the progress of all 
participants, not just in the tournament, but as their flourishing 
careers unfold to make sure that cricket continues to grow both as 
a sport and as a nation-builder.

CHRIS NENZANI
President, Cricket South Africa

Cricket South Africa welcomes all 
administrators, coaches, players 
and parents to the National Boy’s 
and Girl’s Weeks, which represent 
the annual culmination of 
representative junior cricket.

Needless to say, it has taken 
a lot of hard work from many 
coaches, players, organisers and 
our parents to get to this point. 

It is thus important for players to appreciate this and rise to the 
occasion by performing to their full potential while enjoying the 
week.

The National Weeks provide an important window for the future 
of South African cricket. CSA, its Affiliates and Associates have 
hence taken all the necessary steps to ensure these tournaments 
are well run and enhance further our world-renowned ability to 
organise top-class events.

I would like to extend my appreciation to all those, especially 
the volunteers, who have given freely of their time and talents to 
deliver the National Weeks. It takes much sacrifice and without 
their contribution our youth would not be able to make the 
progress needed to reach the top level. Volunteers are essential to 
help us achieve the ultimate success to which we aspire.

To the players, we congratulate you on being selected. Remember 
that cricket is a team sport and yet relies on your individual 
performance to benefit the team. This dichotomy will enable you 
to learn the wonderful experience of knowing exactly what you are 
contributing to a collective effort and will serve you well in your 
later life no matter what career path you choose to follow.

The National Weeks do not only give you the opportunity to test 
your abilities. Cricket is a far greater sport than that. You will 
meet different people from different backgrounds sporting diverse 
cultures and it is indeed this diversity that is one of our great 
strengths. There will be opportunity for you to make friendships 
that you will treasure for the rest of your life. 

I urge you to get the best out of cricket and the best out of yourself 
too! Over the past year we have seen players just out of our youth 
ranks, Andile Phehlukwayo and Wiaan Mulder, representing the 
Proteas with distinction. The sky is indeed the limit!

The Proteas are our pride and the epitome of all that is good about 
South African cricket. They are wonderfully talented individuals 
and their goal is always to fulfil our vision of making cricket a truly 
national sport and South Africa a nation of winners.

You are the future of that vision. You are at the early stage of our 
#ProteaFire. Enjoy your cricket and live your dreams!

In conclusion, I extend a special word of thanks to our sponsors: 
Coca-Cola of the Khaya Majola Week and Momentum of the 
under-17, under-15 and under-13 tournaments.

THABANG MOROE
Acting Chief Executive, CSA
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Corrie van Zyl | General Manager: Cricket Niels Momberg | Youth & Tertiary Manager, CSA

The National Cricket 
Tournaments are the culmination 
of the hard work done throughout 
the year by the players, coaches 
and administrators of the game 
of cricket in our country.

Not only is this a stage for you 
to showcase your talent but a 
step towards the rest of your 
cricket playing career. Some 

of you will have aspirations to play for the Proteas and become 
part of the “ProteaFire”. These tournaments are opportunities to 
build towards the realisation of these aspirations that you might 
have. It is important, however, that, as you build your career and 
showcase your talent, you show the values that are associated with 
ProteaFire. Truth, respect, and adaptability are but a few of the 
values associated with ProteaFire and they are equally applicable 
to the way you should be conducting yourselves during these 
tournaments.

In addition, this is an opportunity for CSA to thank every player, 
coach, parent, teacher, administrator, selector, scorer and umpire 
for the hard work and dedication that you have put in throughout 
the year, the time you have invested and the sacrifices you have 
made to ensure that the quality of cricket on show is of the highest 
calibre.

The aim of the CSA Pipeline is for “CSA to be the best cricket 
playing nation in the world” and to achieve this each part of the 
pipeline needs to play its strategic part. Schools cricket has 
always been the backbone of the pipeline and it is important that 
this remains the case. It is also crucial that we access the entire 
population of South Africa to create a larger talent pool that will 

ensure that the players rising to the top are the best we can 
produce, resulting in the Proteas being the best team in world 
cricket.

Lastly I would also like to thank our partners and sponsors,  
Coca-Cola and Momentum, for investing in these tournaments. 
CSA realises that without these partnerships the pipeline would 
not be as effective and the initiatives would be fewer which would 
limit the opportunities for players, coaches and match officials to 
grow towards realising their dreams.

May you have a successful and more importantly a very enjoyable 
tournament.

CORRIE VAN ZYL
CSA General Manager: Cricket

It’s that time of the year again 
where the best young Cricketers 
from around the country flock 
to central points where they will 
be pitting their skills against the 
best of the best from around our 
beautiful country.

It has been a long, and dare I say 
difficult, road to get to this point. 
There are thousands of players 

that strive to reach this level and in the end only the best Under 15 
Boys from each province made it.

Once again, the Free State Cricket Union will be hosting the 
Momentum Under 15 Tournament. Special thanks go out to Lerato 
Mothaka, Chippa Seleso and their LOC who pulled out all the 
stops to ensure that your overall experience is an unforgettable 
one. The teams will be based at the famous Grey College which 
over the years has become an established Cricket Nursery. I trust 
that this wonderful institution will not disappoint and produce the 
wonderful venue and facilities that is expected of them.

Neil Bielby, as Tournament Director, played a key role to ensure 
that all boxes were ticked. His dedication to cricket goes a long 
way in ensuring a top class event year in and year out.

It is also very important to welcome and thank Momentum Health 
for their continued support of Cricket in South Africa. Without 
committed and loyal sponsors events like this and others would 
not be possible.

It’s also important to recognise the Umpires who are also trying to 
impress in their quest to reach the highest rungs on the umpiring 
ladder. The scorers also play a very important role for which we 
will be forever grateful.

Coaches and management also play a key role in the successes of 
the week, not only off the field of play but also on it. Unfortunately 
when winning at all costs becomes the order of the day the first 
place we look for culprits is in your direction. It is therefore critical 
that you set the correct tone and example to all the players 
gathered here.

Play!

NIELS MOMBERG
Youth & Tertiary Manager, CSA
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It is with great pleasure and 
pride that I welcome you all to 
the Momentum U15 week in 
Bloemfontein, hosted by Free 
State Cricket Union. 

We are pleased to be able 
to welcome our sponsors, 
Momentum to the National 
u15 week for the second year. 
We hope that this relationship 

will continue well into the future and we thank them for their 
incredible contribution.

We are delighted to have our Country’s top U15 cricketers together 
and we hope to see some excellent displays of talent. It is also our 
sincere wish that the week will provide an opportunity for all those 
involved to experience and enjoy the special camaraderie and 
fellowship of cricket.

Many lessons will be learnt in the week. Apart from the normal 
learning of cricket skills, relationships will be built within teams, 
and between teams. All will learn the lessons of winning and 
losing, all will leave with the understanding that this is a ‘week’ 
that celebrates a great game and that the game is bigger than any 
individual. Cricket builds character and humility.

Shaheed Khan | Chairperson, SA Schools Cricket Neil Bielby | Tournament Director

A great deal of hard work has gone into the preparation of this 
week and I wish to compliment the organising team, under the 
leadership of Mr Chippa Selesho. We also need to pay tribute 
to Grey College for allowing us to have our Headquarters on 
their wonderful estate and to make use of their top class cricket 
ovals. We also thank all the ground staff of the various venues 
for ensuring good facilities. A big thank you to Mr Niels Momberg 
of CSA, for his important contribution to ensuring the smooth 
running of this week.

Finally, I extend a hearty welcome to the players, managers, 
coaches, families and supporters. We hope you will leave 
Bloemfontein having made many new friends and enjoyed the 
experience.

NEIL BIELBY
Tournament Director

Congratulations to all the players 
and team management who have 
been selected to participate in 
this National Cricket Week. It is 
significant when you are selected 
to represent your province. 
Not only are you afforded the 
opportunity of encountering new 
experiences, but you have the 
satisfaction that you are among 
the best players representing 

your province and you will be rubbing shoulders with the best of 
your peers in the country. 

This national week reinforces the vision of Cricket South Africa 
and SA Schools Cricket to promote access and opportunity for all 
learners who wish to play cricket from recreational to elite level. In 
addition, it enables us to test the success of our programmes on 
the national front, and to identify the future stars of South African 
cricket.

This special privilege also calls for special responsibilities. Be 
the best disciplined and good ambassadors for your school and 
province that you can be. Whilst the primary objective is to succeed 
on the playing field, your participation should be based on full 
commitment, fair play and opportunity for all players to develop.

We wish you all a very successful and memorable tournament and 
it is our prayer that you will return home safely and enriched in 
many special ways.

We also wish to take this opportunity to thank Cricket South Africa 
and the sponsors, Momentum, for its role in making this national 
cricket week a reality, the team management for accepting the 
responsibility attached to this event, the tournament organising 
committee for their efforts in ensuring a world-class event.

Have fun!

SHAHEED KHAN
Chairman: SA Schools Cricket
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Zola Thamae | President, Free State Cricket Union Johan van Heerden | CEO, Free State Cricket Union

It gives me great pleasure 
to welcome you all to the 
Momentum under 15 week. 

I would like to thank Momentum 
for their continuous support, to 
assist CSA in making Cricket the 
sport of choice in South Africa. 
Without your support, it would be 
impossible to create a platform 
where kids can start realising 

their dreams! Reach for the Stars and remember to treat Mother 
Cricket well, as she tends to disappoint one easily if we take our 
beautiful game of Cricket for granted. I wish you all well for the 
week and we will be looking out for our new generation of Proteas!

To all the parents, many thanks for allowing your kids to play this 
lovely game, these sacrifices are never a guarantee, but at least it 
prepares our kids for the world out there. Teaching them the joy of 
winning, the disappointment of losing and most of all to be part of 
a team that can make a difference.

To all the match officials, team managers, coaches, ground 
personnel, LOC and the owners of the various fields, Grey College, 
UFS and Saint Andrews, a big thank you! Hours of preparation 
has already been done, and even more to come, we are extremely 
fortunate to have such capable persons assisting FSCU to make 
this a fantastic tournament, with many highlights on the field and 
establishing some permanent friendships in the future.

It gives me great pleasure 
to welcome you all to the 
Momentum U15 Week hosted by 
here in the Free State Province. 

As Cricket Free State we are 
truly delighted to be part of the 
historic event which I believe 
will help to further unleash your 
talent further. I can only hope that 
this tournament will elevate the 

standard of Momentum U15 Week. 

Surely the provinces have selected only the best to come represent 
them in the heart of South Africa, Mangaung, the City of Roses.

I urge you to represent your provinces with pride and respect as 
discipline is fundamental in developing your skills further.

‘What you do today determines the future for you, 
What they say about you talent not being ready must never break you, 
You are what you present yourself as, 
You are what you make yourself to be’.

A sincere word of appreciation goes to the Local Organising 
Committee, managers, coaches, umpires, scorers, media, 
sponsors and administrators for the sterling job they have 
displayed in putting together a tournament of this magnitude. Also 
thanks to the parents for the support given to our hard working 
young men by facilitating their participation in these games.

Good luck to you all and May the best team win, also enjoy your 
stay in the Free State Province.

I thank you.

ZOLA THAMAE
President, Free State Cricket Union

FSCU are extremely grateful to all that has made the time 
available for this tournament and it is our wish that after the 
completion of the tournament, you will travel safely and spend 
some quality time with family and friends over the Christmas 
festivities. 

Yours in Cricket.

JOHAN VAN HEERDEN
CEO, Free State Cricket Union
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Pierre Hugo | Chairperson, Free State Senior YouthChippa Selesho | Cricket Services Manager, FSCU

On behalf of Free State Cricket 
Union, I would like to extend a 
warm welcome to all participants, 
parents and administrators to 
CSA Momentum U/15 Week.

Your participation in this week 
is another step you have taken 
in your cricket playing career 
and there are many more steps 
to climb to reach the top of the 

ladder. You have already climbed several steps by representing 
your school’s A team at various age groups, you have perhaps 
represented your Province at Under 13 level, and have represented 
your District prior to being selected for your Province to play in this 
week. In between will be steps of playing for your Provincial U/17 
week as well as playing in the Coca Cola Khaya Majola Week. For 
those wanting to reach the summit and playing for the Proteas, 
there will be more steps to climb and you should represent a 
club or tertiary successfully and go on to play for your Province at 
senior level.

Any national cricket week is the culmination of dedication, cricket 
ability, passion and effort from budding cricketer, the coaches, 
the educators and parents. We salute to the individuals to who 
have been able to make the teams. We will make friends and 
measure our skills against the best in the country in the friendly, 
picturesque and humble surroundings. We hope you will enjoy 
your stay and hospitality of the City of Roses.

Some of you will excel and others may not, but to be able to be 
here is already a huge achievement. You will be judged not only 
on your performance, sportsmanship, but also how we overcome 
adversity. Character and cricketers are moulded by the life lessons 
they encounter and overcome.

Enjoy this Week, give it your best shot, and remember that always 
good sportsmanship must prevail. We trust that you will use this 
step of the ladder to reach greater heights.

I wish you well.

CHIPPA SELESHO
Cricket Service Manager, Free State 

A very warm welcome to all 
participating in the Momentum 
under 15 Cricket Week! 

This is a major cricket event 
on the SA Schools Cricket and 
Cricket South Africa calendar. I 
trust that all involved are looking 
forward to a week of not only 
cricket, but also to a week of 
making new friends, building on 

old friendships and enjoying the Free State hospitality.

The game of cricket has always been known to be the 
“Gentleman’s game”. By definition a gentleman is a brave, loyal, 
noble, courteous, or honourable man. I sincerely believe that the 
behaviour of all will be in line with this definition, both on and off 
the field of play. 

A special note to parents, family and friends of the players:

PLEASE REMEMBER:
1.  These are children playing
2.  This is a game
3.  The coaches are volunteers
4.  The umpires and scorers are human
5.  This is not the World Cup

I urge all players to give it their best! Use your talents and develop 
your skills, but most of all, enjoy the game. After all that is reason 
why you started playing cricket.

Thank you very much to Momentum for their sponsorship! Their 
involvement in the game is sincerely appreciated. Thank you too 
to Cricket South Africa, in particular to Mr Niels Momberg and 
his team, the Free State Cricket Union, the Local Organising 
Committee, Grey College, St Andrews, the Central University 
of Technology, the Free State University, CBC School, parents, 
managers, coaches, umpires, scorers, team liaison officers and 
media for your support.

My best wishes to all and sundry for the week that lies ahead!! 
May you all travel home safely and have a most enjoyable festive 
season.

PIERRE HUGO
Chairperson, Free State Senior Youth Cricket
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JEREMY FREDERICKS | MOMENTUM CRICKET AMBASSADORXOLISWA NDUNGANE | CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, MOMENTUM

To each one of you who have 
been selected to play in the U15 
Schools Week – congratulations. 

To be selected means a lot to 
your schools and your parents 
or guardians. And it should also 
mean a lot to you. We know the 
hard work you have put in and 
the sacrifices you have made to 
sharpen your talent, stay fit and 

rise to be the best. We hope you will wear this accomplishment 
with pride for the duration of the tournament and beyond. 

As the sponsor of all One Day cricket in South Africa Momentum 
is proud to partner with Cricket South Africa in supporting 
Schools Weeks and the development of the game and young 
South Africans. Our vision is that, by investing in talent, supported 
by education, we can make a difference. The youth of today 
will be our future leaders and the lessons learnt on our sports 
fields will encourage excellence, perseverance, discipline and 
sportsmanship; great qualities to be carried throughout life.

Through our sponsorship, Momentum is committed to making 
a meaningful contribution and creating a legacy that has value. 
With support at schools level, we want to make sure that there is 
not only a journey of opportunity for every talented youngster who 
dreams big, but that every player experiences this tournament as 
a life-enriching week. 

Our thanks also go to all the administrators, grounds-people 
and officials for their contribution towards a successful week of 
exciting cricket. Our final thanks must go out to all the Moms and 
Dads for all the lifts to and from practice, clean kit and healthy 

meals or words of encouragement , the list is endless and for all 
you do, we thank you. 

To all participants, keep in mind the Momentum Friendship Pledge 
as you grab this opportunity with both hands. You are representing 
your region, school and family, however remember to have fun and 
enjoy the experience. 

Play with heart, play with passion

XOLISWA NDUNGANE
Chief Marketing Officer Momentum 

Firstly, I would like to welcome 
all players, officials, managers, 
umpires, scorers, parents and 
LOC to the U15 Momentum 
Schools Cricket Week. As 
sponsors we are indeed proud to 
be involved with the engine room 
of cricket, namely the youth.

This being our second year as 
sponsors, we at Momentum 

deem it a privilege and honour. Our relationship with Cricket South 
Africa is built on sound principles, namely friendship, respect and 
integrity. Our involvement in cricket reaches the heart and soul 
of communities and we believe we tick all the boxes within the 
cricketing family.

Lastly, I would like to wish all players well during the week. Play 
hard and form everlasting friendships. Respect this wonderful 
game and show sportsmanship at all times.

My best wishes accompany all. Love and respect.

JEREMY MARK FREDERICKS
Momentum Cricket Ambassador

The Momentum Friendship Pledge: 
• Show true sportsmanship, both in spirit and by the rules of 

the game,
• Always play with fairness and honesty, with the highest level 

of personal or professional integrity,
• Treat all on the field with respect, by honouring the 

dedication put in by your opponents and respecting the 
decisions of the umpires, 

• Play for the love and passion of the game, with appreciation 
of the support from our fans, 

• Remember the role that sport plays in South Africa, in 
celebrating diversity, supporting inclusivity, creating 
friendships, unifying the Nation and providing positive and 
inspiring role models for those who follow in our footsteps,

• Always play with the very best you have to offer and to strive 
for excellence in support of the success of you team
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As your Financial Wellness partner, Momentum will guide you to a winning lifetime strategy to help you 
celebrate life’s wins - afford your expenses and achieve your goals.

Financial Wellness is not a one-day game, but a series of life events, and we will be with you, every run and 
every innings.

Speak to your financial adviser or visit www.momentum.co.za

A winning partnership
No matter what innings, we’re with you on your
Financial Wellness journey.

for your financial wellness

Momentum is a division of MMI Group Limited, an authorised financial services and credit provider.

Local Organising Committee

TEAM LIAISONS

NAME ROLE CONTACT NUMBER
Chippa Selesho Tournament Director 082 447 7403
Herman Bakkes Finance 082 447 7461
Lerato Mothaka Secretary/Photos 082 091 3213
Donavin George Liaison Officers 084 282 7760
Rafeek Ismail Fields 082 447 7435
Pierre Hugo Accommodation 083 381 6100
Judy Vorster Umpires/Scorers/Fields 082 447 7410
Yolandi du Plessis Functions 083 630 0133
Andre Bester GC liaison 084 675 8749

NO. NAME SURNAME TEAM CONTACT DETAILS
1 Hannes Venter Boland 076 036 7123
2 Kyran Fortuin Border 060 628 4041
3 Papiki Ramochela Easterns 078 130 8856
4 Brad Van Heerden Eastern Province 061 669 8083
5 Mzamu Booysen Free State 073 812 6432
6 Emanuel Motlohi Gauteng 074 584 6020
7 Katlego Leruele Northern Cape 071 610 1780
8 Moati Kholumo Kwa Zulu-Natal 078 936 0763
9 Lejone Makhasana Kwa Zulu-Natal Inland 078 946 2779
10 Mzukisi Singonzo Limpopo 078 948 5027
11 Bogani Moremme Mpumalanga 083 751 5898
12 Relebohile Phanyane Namibia 078 318 5872
13 Myburgh Swiegers North West 076 513 0520
14 Tshepo Motaung Northerns 083 883 3864
15 Delano Williams South Western Districts 084 777 1390
16 Keeno Orlein Western Province 061 880 8241
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Umpires

name province
Andre Sheldon Boland

Ian Behr Boland

Gabriel Gerhardus Erasmus Free State

Cecil Rabie Easterns

Sindile Bungane Eastern Province

Adrian Field Free State

Bhekinkosi Ngwenya Gauteng

Sihle Aycnthius Ashley Methula Mpumalanga

Lusuko Mralasi SWD

Mogamad Armeen Behardien Western Province

Johmar Kotze Northerns

Sheldon Agenbach Northerns

Ayanda Sekweyiya Free State

Ryan Lok Western Province

Reagan Booysen SWD

Fourie Van Wyk Lewis Western Province
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Medical Support

Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15). The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg. No. 1962/000738/06). 
Moving Forward is a trademark of The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited. SBSA 259201 – 01/17

  Proud sponsor
of the Proteas

Our Proteas characterise the unstoppable
South African spirit in each and every one of us.
We will move forward with the Proteas, we will 
share their triumphs and challenges, and we will 
do it because we simply love cricket.   

Ambulance
Ambulance service ER24 084 124

Hospitals
Bloemfontein Medi-Clinic Cnr Parfitt & Kellner Street, Westdene, Bloemfontein 0800 051 051

Netcare Universitas Private Hospital 1 Logemen Street, Universitas, Bloemfontein 051 506 3619

Netcare Pelonomi Private Hospital 121 Dr Belcher Road, Heidedal, Bloemfontein 051 407 1504

Groupmed Room 23, Netcare Building, 121 Dr. Belcher Road, Heidedal 051 432 0366

Doctors rooms
Dr’s Walsh & Yazbeck Suite 209, Bloemfontein Medi-Clinic 051 444 1059

Physiotherapist 
Alda Myburgh Outsurance Oval, Att Horak Ave, Willows 051 430 0291/082 561 8277
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Daily Programme

The Official Sports Drink of

TEAMS ARRIVE | Thursday 7th December
11h00 HQ opens at Grey College Pavilion

14h00 Teams arrive and check into Grey College Hostel

14h00-
16h00 

Team Photos – Venue TBC

16h00 Managers and Coaches meeting at Grey College  
Pavilion – HQ

18h00 Opening welcome for all Players and Officials – Grey 
College Hall 

18h30 Players supper at Grey College Hostel

19h00 Officials in the Grey College Pavilion

DAY 1 | Friday 8th December
06h45 Breakfast

09h00 Matches commence | 50 Over matches

12h15 Lunch at Grey College Hostel

13h00 Matches recommence

17h30 Supper for players at Grey College Hostel
Laundry to handed in

18h00 Knights T20 match, players and officials to watch

Officials’ supper hosted by Free State Cricket Union

DAY 2 | Saturday 9th December
06h45 Breakfast

09h00 Matches commence | Time cricket

13h00 Lunch at Grey College Hostel

13h40 Matches recommence

17h30 Close of play

18h30 Supper for players and Officials at Grey College Hostel
Laundry to be handed in

DAY 3 | Sunday 10th December
07h00 Breakfast

09h45 Matches commence | T20

13h00 Lunch at Grey College Hostel

14h30 Matches commence – T20

18h30 Supper for players and Officials at Grey College Hostel 
Laundry to be handed in

17h00 Parents evening – Venue TBC

DAY 4 | Monday 11th December
06h45 Breakfast

09h00 Matches commence | Time cricket

13h00 Lunch at Grey College Hostel

13h40 Matches recommence

17h30 Close of play

Team Night out 

Day 5 | Tuesday 12th December
07h00 Breakfast

09h45 Matches commence | 50 Over matches

13h00 Lunch at Grey College Hostel

13h45 Matches recommence

19h00 Closing Dinner in the Grey College Hall 

Wednesday 13th December
07h00 Breakfast
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Fixtures

TEAM OPPOSITION TEAM VENUE 

DAY 1 | 50 Over
Northerns vs Free State Saints (Vossie field)

Western Province vs KZN Coastal Grey Main Oval

Gauteng vs KZN Inland CUT (Tokkie Park)

Boland vs Border Grey (Windmill Oval)

Northen Cape vs Namibia Grey (Tommix)

Eastern Province vs Easterns Grey (GCB)

Mpumalanga vs SWD Grey (CASA)

Limpopo vs North West Saints (Hickling)

DAY 2 | Time Cricket
Western Province vs Gauteng UFS Oval 

Northerns vs Eastern Province UFS 3

Free State vs KZN Coastal CBC Oval 

Boland vs KZN Inland Grey (Hoekveld)

Namibia vs SWD UFS 4

Border vs North West CBC 2

Easterns vs Northern Cape UFS 2

Mpumalanga vs Limpopo Saints (Chapel)

DAY 3 | T20
Western Province vs North West Saints (Vossie field)

KZN Inland vs SWD Saints (Hickling)

Eastern Province vs Mpumalanga CUT (Tokkie Park)

KZN Coastal vs Northern Cape Grey (Windmill Oval)

Northerns vs Namibia Grey (Tommix)

Boland vs Easterns Grey (GCB)

Gauteng vs Limpopo Grey (CASA)

Free State vs Border Grey Main Oval

TEAM OPPOSITION TEAM VENUE 

DAY 3 | T20
Western Province vs KZN Inland Saints (Vossie field)

SWD vs North West Saints (Hickling)

Eastern Province vs KZN Coastal CUT (Tokkie Park)

Mpumalanga vs Northern Cape Grey (Windmill Oval)

Northerns vs Boland Grey (Tommix)

Namibia vs Easterns Grey (GCB)

Limpopo vs Border Grey (CASA)

Free State vs Gauteng Grey Main Oval

DAY 4 | Time Cricket
vs UFS Oval 

vs UFS 3

vs CBC Oval 

vs Grey (Hoekveld)

vs UFS 4

vs CBC 2

vs UFS 2

vs Saints (Chapel)

DAY 5 | 50 Overs
vs Saints (Vossie field)

vs Saints (Hickling)

vs CUT (Tokkie Park)

vs Grey (Windmill Oval)

vs Grey (Tommix)

vs Grey (GCB)

vs Grey (CASA)

vs Grey Main Oval
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Team List | Boland Team List | Border

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Constable Sachin Langeberg Senior Secondary School 12/07/2002 Left Hand Top Order Left Arm Medium

2 Hull Myron Western Cape Sport School 05/01/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Legspin

3 Nkopane Katleo Luckoff High School 14/10/2002 2015 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

4 Senekal Ruben Paul Roos Gymnasium 19/07/2002 2015 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Slow

5 Roos Wessel Paarl Boys High School 22/01/2002 2015 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

6 Achiando Kwaku Paul Roos Gymnasium 20/11/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

7 Van Dyk Armand Lutzville High School 27/02/2002 2015 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

8 Papenfus Michael Paarl Boys High School 04/01/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

9 Du Tiot Jacques Paul Roos Gymnasium 16/09/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

10 Valentine Kiano Western Cape Sport School 05/02/2002 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Off Spin

11 Van Wyk Shane Paarl Gymnasium 24/06/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

12 Booysen Jaydin New Orleans Senior Secondary School 02/01/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

13 Nsizi Thato Western Cape Sports School 29/08/2003 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Legspin

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Rhode Shawn 071 059 7407 shawnclementrhode@gmail.com

Coach Venter Herman 082 224 9686 HermanV@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Hymie Manuel 083 746 6202 hymman@yahoo.com

Scorer Minnis Edith 061 244 1147 minnisedith@gmail.com

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Mfazwe Butsha Tapa High School 23/072002 Right Hand Top Order

2 Deetlefs Kyle Stirling High School 05/05/2002 Right Hand Top Order WK

3 Du Plessis Adam Selborne College 07/04/2003 2014 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

4 Zimmerman Kyle Hudson High School 02/05/2002 2013 Right Hand Middle Order

5 Reed Lilitha Hudson High School 19/05/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

6 Nokele Babalo Hudson High School 08/10/2002 2013 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

7 Richards Adam Selborne College 26/02/2002 2013 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Left Arm Medium

8 Bader Jason Selborne College 19/06/2002 2013 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

9 Gwababa Mzukisi Hudson High School 08/07/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

10 Fourie Matthew Selborne College 16/10/2002 2013 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

11 Benge Sihlalo Queen’s College 02/01/2002 2013 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

12 Ratyana Akhona Ndzululwazi High School 10/11/2003 2014 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Legspin

13 Sizani Lihle Queen’s College 24/05/2002 2013 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Scholl Warwick 082 469 1157 warwickscholl@yahoo.com

Coach Musto Shannon 071 557 4164 shannonm@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Nqolo Terry tnqolo@gmail.com
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Team List | Eastern Province Team List | Easterns

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Keevy Nicholas Grey High School 10/09/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

2 Barlow Nicholas St Andrewˊs College 31/07/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm

3 Brass Keano Grey High School 21/11/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

4 Dampies Garwin Graeme College 25/03/2002 2016 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

5 Frosler Ethan Pearson High School 08/09/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

6 Hofmeyr James Grey High School 17/03/2003 2016 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

7 Mdlankomo Siyathemba Muir College 23/05/2002 2015 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

8 Mullins James St Andrewˊs College 20/05/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder WK

9 Smith Jade Grey High School 03/02/2003 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm WK

10 Somfula Anathi Muir College 02/01/2003 2016 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

11 Thorne Elih Grey High School 09/10/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

12 Tshona Sonwabile Daniel Pienaar Technical HS 17/02/2002 2016 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

13 Visser Arend Grey High School 18/01/2002 2016 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Fast

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager August Keith Clayton 073 311 7070 augustkc24@gmail.com

Coach Carolus Deon 082 257 7185 DeonC@cricket.com

Assistant Coach Pohlongo Lutho 063 131 1468 lpohlongo@gmail.com

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Nyamathe Khayalethu Hoerskool Marais Viljoen 13/11/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

2 Khumalo Thabiso St Benedict College 15/04/2002 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

3 Rossouw Etienne Hoerskool Marais Viljoen 21/05/2002 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm Legspin

4 Johnson Juandre Hoerskool Hansmoore 05/01/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm Off Spin

5 Du Randt Donovan Hoerskool Hansmoore 14/11/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Fast

6 Joubert Lionel Hoerskool Hugenote 29/12/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Legspin

7 Kotze Frederick Hoerskool Marais Viljoen 28/02/2002 2016 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

8 Felani Unathi Hoerskool Birchleigh 07/02/2004 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

9 Swartz Montel Hoerskool Dinamika 15/03/2003 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Legspin

10 Kubayi Nyiko Masisebenze Comprehesive 22/05/2003 2016 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

11 Khumalo Thulane J.E Malepe Secondary 23/04/2002 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

12 Bila Lucas Tembisa High O3/11/2003 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Off Spin

13 Steyn Nathan Hoerskool Marais Viljoen 21/05/2003 2015 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Viljoen Drikus 063 294 7599 viljoendrikus@yahoo.com

Coach Pekane Thomas 083 354 0942 thomaspekane@gmail.com

Assistant Coach Ramahlo Raymond 071 208 0870 raymondr@gmail.com

Scorer Crawshaw Shane 079 422 6659 filesgalore@xsinet.co.za
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Team List | Free State Team List | Gauteng

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Badenhorst Gerrit St Andrews Bloemfontein 19/07/2002 Right Hand Top Order

2 Leshoro Tshepo Bodibeng High 03/11/2003 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

3 Kershaw Michael Grey College 20/02/2002 Right Hand Top Order

4 Nqoi Lerato Bodibeng High 28/07/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

5 Rasmussen Zander Grey College 28/11/2003 2016 Right Hand Middle Order

6 Manyanye Tshepang JSM Setiloane 20/09/2002 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

7 Mbambo Andile St Dominics College 08/07/2002 2016 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Off Spin

8 Bezuidenhout Rowan Grey College 09/02/2003 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

9 Bruwer JD St Andrews Bloemfontein 28/03/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

10 De Freitas Keano St Dominics College 09/02/2002 Right Hand Middle Order WK

11 Thaele Brian Bethlehem Voortrekker High 06/03/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

12 Chabalala Mvula Grey College 25/01/2003 2016 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

13 Oliver Juan dee Grey College 10/04/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Matroos Fazel 076 168 9845 mfayzel@yahoo.com

Coach Nogabe Eugene 083 630 0089 eugenen@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Cronje Riaan 084 465 5521 rimasports@telkomsa.net

Scorer Morton Jack 083 302 0703 jack@fs.agri.za

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Ruwisi Samuel St John’s College 01/09/2002 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

2 Manack Muhammad St Stithian’s College 06/07/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

3 Pieterse Heinrigh King Edward the VII School 11/01/2002 2016 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

4 van Zyl Billy St Stithian’s College 04/03/2003 Right Hand WK Batsman

5 Isaacs Taheer Beaulieu College 01/03/2002 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

6 De Sousa Jodi St Stithian’s College 03/05/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman

7 McCarthy Liam St Stithian’s College 02/01/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

8 Makwetu Thando St Stithian’s College 30/05/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

9 Mostert Liam St Stithian’s College 18/02/2002 Right Hand Top Order

10 Schaper Brayden Jeppe High School for Boys 27/03/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Fast

11 Mokonyane Kabelo St John’s College 03/07/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

12 Mashigo Nhlanhla Queens High School 01/06/2002 Right Hand Middle Order

13 Potelwa Simo Queens High School 08/04/2003 Right Hand Top Order

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager van Dyk Jaco 082 797 1728 jaco_vandyk@yahoo.com

Coach Ntini Bongani 076 852 8994 jaco_vandyk@yahoo.com

Assistant Coach Khan Asif 083 613 4218 jaco_vandyk@yahoo.com

Scorer Sibanda Karen 083 623 4221 jaco_vandyk@yahoo.com
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No Surname First Name School date of birth Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Gopal Kiaron Northwood High School 16/02/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

2 Sambhu Brayden Durban High School 19/04/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

3 Chiliza Thulani Umlazi Comtech High School 15/07/2002 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Left Arm Off Spin

4 Xolo Ndumiso Umlazi Comtech High School 14/05/2003 2016 Left Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

5 Matkovich Ethan Westville Boys Higjh School 26/05/2002 2014 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

6 Ngcobo Bandile Glenwood High School 12/01/2002 2014 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

7 Talbot Jean-Luc Kearsney College 23/02/2002 2014 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

8 Naidoo Fabian Glenwood High School 12/01/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm WK

9 Stride Joshua Durban High School 07/07/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

10 Murray Matthew Kearsney College 27/02/2002 Left Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

11 Sibisi Sithembelo Isibonelo High School 24/03/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

12 Botha Troy Westville Boys Higjh School 17/06/2002 2014 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Fast

13 Carmichael Cade Kearsney College 08/03/2002 2014 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact Email

Manager Windsor Patrick 082 377 9368 windsorp@hhs.co.za

Coach Kenneth Mafunga 083 666 3413 kenneth@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Bheki Nyathikazi 074 559 2990 bhekin@cricket.co.za

Scorer Tristan Zebert 078 902 5200 tristan.zebert@gmail.com

No Surname First Name School Date of birth Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Gopal Kiaron Northwood High School 16/02/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

2 Sambhu Brayden Durban High School 19/04/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

3 Chiliza Thulani Umlazi Comtech High School 15/07/2002 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Left Arm Off Spin

4 Xolo Ndumiso Umlazi Comtech High School 14/05/2003 2016 Left Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

5 Matkovich Ethan Westville Boys Higjh School 26/05/2002 2014 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

6 Ngcobo Bandile Glenwood High School 12/01/2002 2014 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

7 Talbot Jean-Luc Kearsney College 23/02/2002 2014 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

8 Naidoo Fabian Glenwood High School 12/01/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm WK

9 Stride Joshua Durban High School 07/07/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

10 Murray Matthew Kearsney College 27/02/2002 Left Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

11 Sibisi Sithembelo Isibonelo High School 24/03/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

12 Botha Troy Westville Boys Higjh School 17/06/2002 2014 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Fast

13 Carmichael Cade Kearsney College 08/03/2002 2014 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First name Contact Email

Manager Windsor Patrick 082 377 9368 windsorp@hhs.co.za

Coach Kenneth Mafunga 083 666 3413 kenneth@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Bheki Nyathikazi 074 559 2990 bhekin@cricket.co.za

Scorer Tristan Zebert 078 902 5200 tristan.zebert@gmail.com

Team List | KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Team List | KwaZulu-Natal Inland
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Team List | Limpopo Team List | Mpumalanga

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Harms Johan Ben Vorster 07/05/2002 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

2 Malatji Lovely Phalaborwa Hub 06/03/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

3 Ngobeni Prince Phalaborwa Hub 30/01/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

4 Welman Kyle PHS 30/11/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

5 Enslin Tiaan PHS 01/04/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

6 Fourie Gerhardus Merensky 14/02/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

7 Trueman Lance Stanford Lake College 02/05/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Fast

8 Mokoro Thabiso Bochum 18/02/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm WK

9 Steynberg Grant Ben Vorster 03/05/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm WK

10 Shilubane Lulama Nkowankowa Hub 17/06/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Fast

11 Rikhotso Mikateko Nkowankowa Hub 22/02/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

12 Mongwe Akani Nkowankowa Hub 19/02/2002 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

13 Mrida Saba Northern Academy 19/12/2001 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Mangena Tshepo 074 657 5268 tshepomangena07@gmail.com

Coach Bula Thandisizwe 082 725 3718 Tbula@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Willemse Ruan 072 623 0108 rwwillemse@gmail.com

Scorer Itumeleng Rabothata 078 882 5821

No Surname First Name School Date of Birth Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Bone Jared Penryn 21/01/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

2 Du Toit Nathan Cambridge 10/05/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

3 Howe-Dreyer Dylan Uplands 24/04/2003 Right Hand Top Order

4 Klesse Kyle Uplands 12/06/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman

5 Makatu Akhulile Embalenhle 01/08/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

6 Makhotswa Qwaye Penryn 01/10/2003 Right Hand Top Order

7 Mashele Mondli Embalenhle 04/062002 Right Hand Middle Order Left Arm Medium

8 Mndawe Bandile Malekutu 28/04/2003 Right Hand Top Order

9 Mohammed Sameer Curro Nelspruit 20/01/2002 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

10 Radebe Silindile Secunda 03/01/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

11 Swarts Zuan Cambridge 19/11/2002 Right Hand Top Order

12 Van Antwerpen Johan Secunda 28/02/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

13 Vayani Walli Cambridge 19/02/2002 Left Hand Top Order

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Ngwenyama Gerald 064 904 2663 geraldn@cricket.co.za

Coach Sebola Sello 074 694 0093 sellos@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Van Niekerk Benjamin 078 885 4712 benjaminvn01@gmail.com
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Team List | Namibia Team List | North West

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Naude Charl HS Rustenburg 16/10/2003 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

2 Eckard Werner HS Rustenburg 14/07/2002 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

3 van Tonder Tiaan HS Rustenburg 31/03/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

4 Swanepoel Hanro HS Rustenburg 23/03/2003 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Left Arm Fast

5 Sibande Paballo HS Tegniese Skool Rustenburg 12/06/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

6 Seleka Caleb HS Lichtenburg 22/11/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Legspin

7 de Freitas Christopher HS Potchefstroom Volkskool 02/02/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

8 Bester Christiaan HS Potchefstroom Volkskool 25/03/2002 Left Hand WK Batsman Left Arm WK

9 Skunka Reitumetse HS Tegniese Skool Potchefstroom 27/01/2003 Right Hand WK Batsman Right Arm WK

10 Janse van Rensburg Gottlieb HS Lichtenburg 23/11/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Legspin

11 Matlawe Karabelo HS Tegniese Skool Potchefstroom 17/07/2002 2016 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Legspin

12 Sharma Ketan Selly Park Secondary 09/04/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

13 Schwartz Kirsten HS Westvalia 08/09/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager van Staden Jan 072 196 8138 janrhs@gmail.com

Coach Tselane Cedric 074 372 7055 ctselane@klerksdorp.org

Assistant Coach April Wilfred Claud 074 224 7828 ClaudeA@cricket.co.za

Scorer Qaba Basetsana 072 027 0318

NoSurname First Name School Date of Birth Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Ita Addo Namibia Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

2 Neethling Dian Namibia 11/07/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

3 La Cock Divan Namibia 23/02/2003 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

4 Beukes Ettienne Namibia 10/04/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Left Arm Off Spin

5 Suardi Giovanni Namibia 15/01/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm WK

6 Heyman James Namibia 20/03/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Left Arm Medium

7 Potgieter Jan Hendrik Namibia 29/11/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

8 Saunders Kyle Namibia 06/05/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

9 V.d Merwe Renier Namibia 04/01/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman

10 Winborn Scott Namibia 24/09/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Legspin

11 Van Wyk Xavier Namibia 08/07/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

12 Van Wyk Zian Namibia 14/10/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

13 Van Dyk Jan Ivan Namibia 10/06/2003 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Seha Danny 072 725 7540 dsaseha@gmail.com

Coach Matawu Fortune 081 674 7590 fmatawu12@gmail.com
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Team List | Northern Cape Team List | IXU Northerns

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Alexander Reeza Northern Cape High 30/04/2002 2016 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

2 Melesi Boitumelo Nj Heyns High 17/07/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Legspin

3 Mancwe Boipelo Tetlanyo High 10/11/2002 2015 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

4 Sekonyela Itumeleng Emang Mmogo Hogh 25/12/2003 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

5 Beukes Daylon Upington High 25/05/2003 2016 Right Hand Top Order

6 Lubbe Foster Kalahari High 05/07/2003 2016 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

7 Kruger Ethene Northern Cape High 15/02/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order

8 Badenhorst Willikus Hopetown High 01/11/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

9 Brink Sybrand Diamantveld High 14/02/2003 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

10 Oss Luyanda St. Patricks 13/05/2003 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

11 Sauls Ronsley Northern Cape High 01/02/2003 2016 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

12 V/D Merwe Theron Diamantveld High 02/01/2003 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

13 Coetzee Dirk Kathu High 18/04/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Koopman Dirkie 083 872 6375 felicitybrekelmans@gmail.com

Coach Arthur Mario 083 486 5675

Assistant Coach Adams Roy 060 425 3629 radams@stpatricks.co.za

Scorer Sejeso Oatile 073 652 3472 oatsej@gmail.com

No Surname First Name School Date of birth Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Baloyi Thabang Prestige College 06/04/2002 2016 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

2 Oberholzer Christiaan Garsfontein Hoërskool 30/05/2002 2015 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Legspin

3 Herbst Dirk Afrikaanse Hoër Seunskool 22/03/2002 2016 Left Hand Batting All Rounder Left Arm Fast

4 Khoba Lungelo Cornwall Hill College 16/04/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Medium

5 Kemp SW Garsfontein Hoërskool 02/10/2002 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Off Spin

6 Schmidt Ralf Garsfontein Hoërskool 20/03/2002 2015 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

7 Ismail Zeeshan Pretoria Boys High School 27/01/2002 2015 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

8 Bekker Dihan Afrikaanse Hoër Seunskool 06/04/2002 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Off Spin

9 Manus Chearn Pretoria Boys High School 30/04/2003 2016 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Off Spin

10 Phuthi Gontse Prestige College 02/02/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

11 Khabele Tumelo Cornwall Hill College 03/02/2002 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

12 Coetzer Hardus Waterkloof 15/09/2002 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Fast

13 Ngwenya Kagiso Prestige College 05/04/2002 2015 Right Hand Batting All Rounder Right Arm Fast

Management Details

Role Surname First name Contact Email

Manager Harris Charles 072 225 9647 charles-harris@live.com

Coach Harold Peter 061 542 1206 peterh@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Kumalo Thabang 078 644 2271 kumalothabang@gmail.com

Scorer Arendt Oosthuizen 074 688 6727 arendt.oosthuizen1@gmail.com
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Team List | South Western Districts Team List | Western Province

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Dywili Thabo Imizamo Yethu 17/04/2002 Right Hand WK Batsman

2 Kitshini Anoxolo Thembalethu High 01/12/2002 2015 Right Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Medium

3 Kemmies Ravin-Lee D’Almeida Hub 22/08/2003 2016 Left Hand Bowling All Rounder Right Arm Off Spin

4 Du Plessis Arnaud Glenwoodhouse 13/01/2003 2016 Right Hand Middle Order Left Arm Medium

5 Groenewald Ruben Glenwoodhouse 09/05/2003 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

6 Vermeulen Schalk Outeniqua High 19/03/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

7 Tock Joviano Bridgton Sec 16/01/2002 2016 Right Hand WK Batsman

8 Avontuur Lleyton Langenhoven Gym 05/01/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm Medium

9 Swanevelder Callie Glenwoodhouse 10/10/2002 2016 Right Hand Top Order

10 Adams Jesse Oakdale High 29/04/2002 2016 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

11 Ngondo Ayabonga Fezekile Secondary 03/03/2002 2014 Right Hand Lower Order

12 Dingiswayo Mihle York High 21/02/2002 2014 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

13 Jafta Enzo Bridgton Sec 28/02/2002 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Wagner Keith 083 554 4181 wagnerkeith428@gmail.com

Coach Eduard Strydom 072 689 9239 eduards@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Sonti Joseph 063 127 3045 mjsonti@gmail.com

No Surname First Name School DATE OF BIRTH Previous Weeks Batting Skills Bowling Skills

1 Ajam Salmaan Reddam House Somerset 25/05/2002 2015 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

2 Curran Kai SACS 16/07/2002 2015 Left Hand Top Order Right Arm

3 Levitt Michael SACS 19/06/2003 2016 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Medium

4 Msutu Hlumani Western Cape Sport School 16/03/2002 2015 Right Hand WK Batsman WK

5 Nkonzombi Siviwe Rondebosch Boys High 31/08/2003 2016 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

6 Noor Zayd Wynberg Boys High 29/05/2002 2015 Right Hand Middle Order Right Arm Off Spin

7 Scheepers Reese Rondebosch Boys High 19/03/2002 2015 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

8 Shabangu Khutsala Curro Durbanville 17/03/2002 2017 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Medium

9 Shaik Abdul Aamir Wynberg Boys High 02/07/2003 2017 Right Hand Lower Order Right Arm Legspin

10 Smith Daniel SACS 19/03/2002 2015 Left Hand Top Order WK

11 Southgate Jared Wynberg Boys High 19/03/2002 2017 Left Hand Lower Order Left Arm Fast

12 Van Oordt Quinn Rondebosch Boys High 08/02/2002 2015 Right Hand Top Order Right Arm

13 Warely Justin Bergvliet 07/06/2002 2017 Left Hand Lower Order Right Arm Off Spin

Management Details

Role Surname First Name Contact No Email

Manager Waggie Waheed 072 419 5988 strandprim@gmail.com

Coach Sibiya Siya 081 539 3356 siyas@cricket.co.za

Assistant Coach Zeeman Jaco 071 506 7652 jaco.zeeman@rondebosch.com

Scorer Cameron McIntyre 062 243 5533 cameron.mcintyre98@gmail.com 
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Playing Conditions | Time Cricket

Except as varied hereunder, the Laws of Cricket (2017 CODE) shall apply.

PLAYER QUALIFICATIONS

COCA COLA KHAYA MAJOLA WEEK

Only players that are Under 19 years of age on 1 September 2017 and are 
eligible to participate in this tournament. Players must be or have been at 
least in Grade 12 or any lower grade in the scholastic year passed and be 
registered in or have been for a minimum of 6 subjects.

CSA BOYS U17 AND RURAL BOYS U17 WEEK

Only players that are 17 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

CSA BOYS U15 WEEK

Only players that are 15 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

TEAM COMPOSITION

1 As per a CSA Board resolution, all squads must comprise of a minimum 
of 7 generic black players and must include at least 3 black African 
players in that 7.

2 A player must play at least 4 matches in the tournament, and at least 1 
match in each format.

3 There must be at least 5 generic black players in the starting XI in Time 
and 50 Over matches.

4 There must be at least 6 generic black players in the starting 12 in the 
T20 matches.

1 LAW 1 – THE PLAYERS

1.2 Law 1.3 – Captain

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 1.3.

 The deputy must be one of the 11 nominated starting players.

LAW 2 – THE UMPIRES

2.1 Law 2.1 – Appointment and attendance

 The following shall apply in place of Law 2.1:

 The CSA Tournament Umpires’ Managers will be responsible for 
allocating umpires for all fixtures.

 Two Umpires, will be appointed to all matches.

2.2 Law 2.2 – Change of umpire

 Law 2.2 will apply as modified:

 Neither team will have a right of objection to an umpire’s 
appointment.

2.3 Law 2.7 – Fitness for play and Law 2.8 – Suspension of play in 
dangerous or unreasonable conditions.

 Laws 3.8 & 3.9 shall be replaced by:

2.3.1 The umpires shall be the final judges of the fitness of the ground, 
weather and light for play. See clause 2.3.5 below and Law 6.1 
(Fitness of the pitch for play).

2.3.2  Suspension of play for adverse conditions of ground, weather or 
light

(a) All references to ground include the pitch. See Law 6.1 (Area of 
pitch).

(b) If at any time the umpires together agree that the conditions of 
ground, weather or light are so bad that there is obvious and 
foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or umpire, so that 
it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to take place, 
then they shall immediately suspend play, or not allow play to 
commence or to restart. The decision as to whether conditions 
are so bad as to warrant such action is one for the umpires alone 
to make.

 The fact that the grass and the ball are wet and slippery does not 
warrant the ground conditions being regarded as unreasonable 
or dangerous. If the umpires consider the ground is so wet or 
slippery as to deprive the bowler of a reasonable foothold, the 
fielders of the power of free movement, or the batsmen of the 
ability to play their strokes or to run between the wickets, then 
these conditions shall be regarded as so bad that it would be 
unreasonable for play to take place.

(c) When there is a suspension of play it is the responsibility of the 
umpires to monitor the conditions. They shall make inspections 
as often as appropriate. Immediately the umpires together agree 
that conditions are suitable for play they shall call upon the 
players to resume the game.

(d) If play is in progress up to the start of an agreed interval then it 
will resume after the interval unless the umpires together agree 
that the conditions of ground, weather or light are so bad that 
there is obvious and foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or 
umpire, so that it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to 
take place.

 For the avoidance of doubt the following must be noted:

2.3.3 If conditions during a rain stoppage improve and the rain is 
reduced to drizzle, the umpires must consider if they would have 
suspended play in the first place under similar conditions. If both 
on-field umpires agree that the current drizzle would not have 
caused a stoppage, then play shall resume immediately.

2.3.4 The umpires shall disregard any shadow on the pitch from the 
stadium or from any permanent object on the ground.

2.3.5 If a shadow from the fielder falls across the strikers half of the 
pitch, the fielder must remain stationary from the time the bowler 
commences his run up until the striker has received the ball. In 
the event of a fielder moving before the striker receives the ball, 
the umpire shall call and signal ‘dead ball’ if he considers the 
striker has been disadvantaged by the action.

3 LAW 3 – THE SCORERS

3.1 Law 3.2 – Correctness of scores 

 Attention is drawn to Clause 2.15

4 LAW 4 – THE BALL

 Law 4 shall apply subject to the following:

4.1 Law 4.2 – Approval and control of balls

 Law 4.3 shall be replaced by the following:

 Each fielding team shall have one new ball for its innings.

 The umpires shall retain possession of the match ball(s) 
throughout the duration of the match when play is not actually 
taking place. During play umpires shall periodically and 
irregularly inspect the condition of the ball and shall retain 
possession of it at the fall of a wicket, a drinks interval, or any 
other disruption in play.

4.2 Law 4.4 – New ball in match of more than one day’s duration

 Law 4.4 shall be replaced by the following: 

 The captain of the fielding side shall have the choice of taking a 
new ball at any time after 50 overs have been bowled with the 
previous ball. The umpires shall indicate to the batsman and the 
scorers whenever a new ball is taken into play.

4.3 Law 4.5 – Ball lost or becoming unfit for play

 Law 4.5 shall be replaced by the following:

 In the event of a ball during play being lost or in the opinion of 
the umpires, being unfit for play through normal use, the umpires 
shall allow it to be replaced by one that in their opinion has had a 
similar amount of wear.

 In the event of the ball becoming wet and soggy as a result of play 
continuing in inclement weather or in the opinion of the umpires 
being unfit for play, the ball may be replaced for a ball that has 
similar amount of wear, even though it has not gone out of shape.

 If the ball is to be replaced, the umpire shall inform the batsman.

4.4 Law 4.6 – Specifications

 Law 4.6 shall apply.

5 LAW 5 – THE BAT

 Law 5 shall apply.

6 LAW 6 – THE PITCH

 Law 6 shall apply subject to the following:

6.1 Law 6.3 – Selection and preparation

 The following will apply in addition to Law 6.3:

6.1.2 Only authorised staff, the match officials, players, team coaches 
and authorised personnel shall be allowed access to the pitch 
area. Such access shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) Prior to the start of play, only captains and head coaches may 
walk on the actual playing surface of the pitch area.

(b) No spiked footwear shall be permitted.

(c) No one shall be permitted to bounce a ball on the pitch, strike it 
with a bat or cause damage to the pitch in any other way.

(d) a key or knife may only be inserted in the pitch in the area between 
the popping and bowling creases.

(e) Access shall not interfere with pitch preparation.

6.1.3 In the event of any dispute, the Tournament Referee will rule and 
his ruling will be final.

6.2 Law 6.4 – Changing the pitch

 Law 6.4 shall be replaced by the following:
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Playing Conditions | Time Cricket | continued

6.2.1 In the event of a pitch being considered too dangerous for play to 
continue in the estimation of the on-field umpires, they shall stop 
play and immediately advise the Tournament Referee.

6.2.2 The on-field umpires and Tournament Referee shall consult with 
both captains.

6.2.3 If the captains agree to continue, play shall resume.

6.2.4 If the decision is not to resume play, the on-field umpires shall 
consider one of the options in the following sequence:

(a) whether the existing pitch can be repaired. Repair work will only 
be considered if there has been malicious damage to a non-
crucial part of the pitch;

(b) whether an alternative pitch can be used;

(c)  whether the match has to be abandoned.

6.2.5 When such a decision is made, the ground authority shall make a 
public announcement as soon as possible following that decision.

6.2.6 In the event of a decision being taken in favour of Clauses 6.2.4 
(a) or 6.2.4(b) above, the supervision of the remedial or new 
preparatory work shall be the responsibility of the on-field 
umpires and the representative of the ground authority.

6.2.7 The rescheduled starting time and the rescheduled cessation 
time, together with any make-up procedures as provided herein, 
shall be the responsibility of the on-field umpires.

6.2.8 In the event that the existing pitch can be made playable after 
suitable remedial work as in Clause 6.2.4 (a) above, the match 
shall continue from the point stopped.

6.2.9 If a new pitch is prepared as in Clause 6.2.4 (b) above, the match 
shall be restarted from the first ball (but see Clause 6.2.7 above).

6.3 Law 6.5 – Non-turf pitches

 Law 6.5 shall not apply.

7 LAW 7 – THE BOWLING, POPPING AND RETURN CREASES

 Law 7 shall apply.

8 LAW 8 – THE WICKETS

 Law 8 shall apply.

9 LAW 9 – PREPARATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PLAYING 
AREA

9.1 Law 9.1 – Rolling

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.1:

9.1.1 Prior to tossing for choice of innings the artificial drying of the 
pitch and outfield shall be at the discretion of the groundsman. 

Thereafter and throughout the match the drying of the outfield 
may be undertaken at any time by the groundsman, but the 
drying of the affected area of the pitch shall be carried out only 
on the instructions and under the supervision of the umpires. 
The umpires shall be empowered to have the pitch dried without 
reference to the captains at any time they are of the opinion that it 
is unfit for play.

9.1.2 The umpires may instruct the groundsman to use any available 
equipment, including any roller for the purpose of drying the pitch 
and making it fit for play.

9.1.3 An absorbent roller may be used to remove water from the covers 
including the cover on the match pitch.

9.2 Law 9.6 – Maintenance of footholes

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.6:

 The umpires shall see that wherever possible and whenever it 
is considered necessary, action is taken during all intervals in 
play to do whatever is practicable to improve the bowler’s foot 
holes. As soon as possible after the conclusion of each day’s play, 
bowler’s foot holes will

10 COVERING THE PITCH

10.1 Law 10.1 – Before the match

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 10.1:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play.

10.2  Law 10.2 – During the match

 Law 10.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play and for the duration of the period of the 
match

11 LAW 11 – INTERVALS

11.1 Law 11.2 – Duration of intervals

11.1.1 Luncheon Interval:

 The interval shall be of 40 minutes duration.

11.2  Law 11.8 – Intervals for Drinks

 The provisions of Law 11.8 shall be strictly observed except that 
under conditions of extreme heat the umpires may permit extra 
intervals for drinks. Law 11.8.1 shall be amended to allow for the 
drinks interval to be a maximum of 15 minutes.

 An individual player may be given a drink either on the boundary 
edge or at the fall of a wicket, on the field, provided that no playing 

time is wasted. No other drinks shall be taken onto the field 
without the permission of the umpires. Any player taking drinks 
onto the field shall be dressed in proper cricket attire. (Subject to 
the wearing of bibs – refer to the note in clause 24.1.1).

 Drinks shall be taken on the field of play midway between the 
square and the boundary.

12 LAW 12 – START OF PLAY; CESSATION OF PLAY

 Law 12 shall apply subject to the following:

12.1 Start and Cessation Times

 1st Session: 09:00 – 13:00
 Drinks: 11:00 – 11:15
 Lunch: 13:00 – 13:40
 2nd Session: 13:40 – 16:30
 Drinks: 15:30 – 15:45
 Last Hour:  16:30

12.1.1 Minimum Overs in the Day

 Subject to clause 12.1.2 below:

(a) Play shall continue on each day until the completion of a minimum 
target of 120 overs (or a minimum of 16 overs per hour), provided 
that there were no interruptions due to rain.

12.1.2 Reduction in minimum overs

 If play is suspended due to adverse weather or light or any other 
reason (other than normal intervals, the minimum number of 
overs shall be reduced by 1 over for each full 3.75 minutes of the 
aggregate playing time lost.

12.1.3 Change of Innings

 Where there is a change of innings during a days play (except 
where the change of innings occurs at lunch or tea or when play 
is suspended for any reason) 2 overs will be deducted from the 
minimum number of overs to be bowled.

 The over in progress at the end of an innings is regarded as a 
completed over for the purposes of determining the minimum 
number of remaining overs to be bowled in the day.

12.1.4 Last Hour

 Law 12.6, 12.7 and 12.8 will apply except that a minimum of 16 
overs shall be bowled in the last hour and all calculations with 
regard to suspensions of play or the start of a new innings shall 
be based on 1 over for each full 3.75 minutes.

13 LAW 13 – INNINGS

13.1  Law 13.1 – Number of innings

 Law 13 shall be replaced by the following:

(a) In the event of the team batting first being dismissed or declaring 
it’s innings closed within the allotted number of overs, the 
remainder of the overs will be reallocated to the team batting 
second.

(b) In the event of a team batting in its second innings on the day, not 
being a follow on and are five wickets down, they shall be deemed 
to be all out.

(c) In the event of a team batting in its second innings on the day, 
because of an enforced follow on, ten wickets must fall for a team 
to be all out.

(d) A minimum of 120 overs per match apportioned as follows:

(i) In the event of a team winning the toss and electing to bat:

 Team batting first: 65 overs maximum.
 Team batting second: 55 overs minimum

(ii) In the event of a team winning the toss and electing to field:

 Team batting first: 75 overs maximum.
 Team batting second: 45 overs minimum

(e) In the event of a match starting late or time being lost due to 
inclement weather, the maximum overs allotted to both sides will 
be reduced proportionally at the rate of 16 overs per hour.

(i) Example 1:

 A match starts 90 minutes late due to a wet outfield, therefore 24 
overs were lost.

 In the event of the team winning the toss and electing to bat:

 Team batting first:   52 overs maximum (54% of 96 overs – 
rounded up)

 Team batting second:  44 overs minimum (96 – 52)

 In the event of a team winning the toss and electing to field:

 Team batting first:   60 overs maximum (62% of 96 overs – 
rounded up) 

 Team batting second:  36 overs minimum (96 – 60)

(ii) Example 2:

 A match starts on time, but gets influenced by rain and 2 hours 
were lost, after the team batting first completed 30 overs of their 
innings. 32 overs lost.

 In the event of the team winning the toss and electing to bat:

 Team batting first:   48 overs maximum (54% of 88 overs in 
the day – rounded up)

  Team batting second:  40 overs minimum (88 – 48)
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 In the event of the team winning the toss and electing to field:

  Team batting first:   55 overs maximum (62% of 88 overs in 
the day – rounded up)

 Team batting second:   33 overs minimum (88 – 55)

13.2 Bowling Directives

 Appendix 2

13.3 Minimum over rates

13.3.1 The minimum over rate to be achieved by the fielding team shall 
be 16 overs per hour.

13.3.2 In calculating the minimum over rate, the following time 
allowances shall be made:

(a) the actual time taken where treatment is given by authorised 
medical personnel to a player on the field of play;

(b) the actual time taken for a player to leave the field of play in the 
event of a serious injury;

(c) the actual time lost due to any other circumstances beyond the 
control of the players.

13.3.3 The over rate will be calculated at the end of the match by the 
umpires. If the over rate is calculated as being under the minimum 
over rate of 16 overs to the hour, the following shall apply:

(a) As soon as reasonably practicable the umpires shall inform the 
team captain and / or team manager of the relevant fielding 
team that the CSA Regulations have been breached and that the 
prescribed sanction in accordance with Clause 12.7.4 shall be 
applied.

(b) If, after consultation with the umpires, the umpires is of the opinion 
that the minimum over rate was not achieved by the fielding team 
by reason of events beyond its control, including (but not limited 
to) time wasting by the batting team, the umpires shall be entitled 
to amend the over rate calculation as he deems appropriate.

(c) In the event of any time allowances being granted to the fielding 
team above (time wasting by batting team), then such time shall 
be deducted from the allowances granted to such batting team in 
the determination of its over rate.

13.3.4 Sanction

 No sanction may be imposed in respect of minimum over rates in 
the event of the batting team being bowled out within two and a 
half hours of playing time for that innings.

 In the event of the umpires having determined the over rate 
being below that required, the umpires shall impose disciplinary 
procedures against the captain. (Refer to the Code of Conduct)

 On a point of clarity: Any sanctions meted out to captains of teams 
as above shall be regarded as being cumulative towards the team. 
A captain cited in a match shall be cited at the appropriate level 
that any such previously cumulative sanctions would require i.e. 
as If he himself had been captain in the previous matches where 
slow over rate sanctions had been imposed.

13.4 The toss:

 The captains shall toss for the choice of innings on the field of 
play. The toss shall take place not earlier than 30 minutes, nor 
later than 15 minutes before the scheduled or rescheduled time 
for the match to start.

 Note: Law 13.5 requiring the captain of the side winning the toss 
to notify the opposing captain as soon as the toss is completed of 
his decision to bat or to field first shall apply.

14 LAW 14 – THE FOLLOW-ON

 Law 14 shall apply.

15  LAW 15 – DECLARATION AND FORFEITURE

 Law 15 shall apply.

16 LAW 16 – THE RESULT

 Law 16 shall apply subject to the following:

(i) If a team bowls the opposition out for less runs than they scored 
and an outright result is not achieved, the team with the highest 
score will win on the first innings only.

(ii) If a team does not bowl the opposition out and the opposition did 
not reach the total scored by the team batting first, the result will 
be a draw.

(iii) If a team passes the score that the team batting first achieved, 
but an outright result is not achieved, the team batting second will 
win on the first innings only.

16.2  Law 16.8 – Correctness of result

 Any query on the result of the match as defined in Law 2.15 shall 
be resolved as soon as possible and a final decision made by the 
umpires at close of play.

17 LAW 17 – THE OVER

 Law 17 shall apply.

18 LAW 18 – SCORING RUNS

 Law 18 shall apply.

19 LAW 19 – BOUNDARIES

19.1  Law 19.1 – The boundaries of the field of play

 The following will be applicable to Girls Under 19 Venues only:
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 The boundary shall be a minimum of 50 metres and a maximum 
of 64 metres. Distances shall be measured from the centre of the 
pitch.

19.3 Law 19.2.7 – Scoring a boundary

 The following shall be added to Law 19.2.7

 If an unauthorised person enters the playing arena and handles 
the ball, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall be the sole judge of 
whether the boundary allowance should be scored or the ball be 
treated as still in play or called dead ball if a batsman is liable to 
be out as a result of the unauthorised person handling the ball.

20 LAW 20 – DEAD BALL

 Law 20 shall apply.

21 LAW 21 – NO BALL

 Law 21 shall apply subject to the following:

21.1 Law 21.1 – Mode of delivery

 Law 22.1.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 The bowler may not deliver the ball underarm. If a bowler bowls 
a ball underarm the umpire shall call and signal no ball, and the 
ball is to be re-bowled overarm.

22 LAW 22 – WIDE BALL

22.1 Law 22.1 – Judging a Wide

 The Limited over wide interpretation shall not apply.

 Law 22 shall apply with the following addition to Law 22.1 (Judging 
a wide):

 For bowlers attempting to utilise the rough outside a batsman’s 
leg stump, not necessarily as a negative tactic, the strict limited 
over wide interpretation shall be applied.

 For bowlers whom umpires consider to be bowling down the leg 
side as a negative tactic, the strict limited over wide interpretation 
shall be applied.

23 LAW 23– BYE AND LEG BYE

 Law 23 shall apply.

24 LAW 24– FIELDER ABSENT OR LEAVING THE FIELD

 Law 24.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 If a fielder fails to take the field with his side at the start of the 
match or at any later time, or leaves the field during a session 
of play, the umpire shall be informed of the reason for his 
absence, and he shall not thereafter come on to the field during 
a session of play without the consent of the umpire. (See Law 

24.4 as modified). The umpire shall give such consent as soon as 
practicable. If the player is absent from the field for longer than 
8 minutes, the following restrictions shall apply to their future 
participation in the match:

24.2.1  The player shall not be permitted to bowl in the match until he 
has either been able to field, or his team has subsequently been 
batting, for the total length of playing time for which he was absent 
(hereafter referred to as penalty time), subject to a maximum 
cumulative penalty time of 120 minutes. If any unexpired penalty 
time remains at the end of an innings, it is carried forward to the 
next and subsequent innings of the match.

24.2.2  The player shall not be permitted to bat in the match until his 
team’s batting innings has been in progress for the length of 
playing time that is equal to the unexpired penalty time carried 
forward from the previous innings, subject to a maximum 
cumulative penalty time of 120 minutes. However, once his side 
has lost five wickets in its batting innings, he may bat immediately. 
If any unexpired penalty time remains at the end of that batting 
innings, it is carried forward to the next and subsequent innings 
of the match.

 For the purposes of 24.2.1 and 24.2.2, playing time shall comprise 
the time play is in progress excluding lunch and tea intervals, 
intervals between innings and official drinks intervals. For 
clarity, a player’s penalty time will continue to expire after he is 
dismissed, for the remainder of his team’s batting innings.

 However, in the event of a batsman or a fieldsman already 
being off the field at the commencement of an interruption in 
play through ground, weather or light conditions or for other 
exceptional circumstances, he shall be allowed to count any 
such stoppage time as playing time, provided that he personally 
informs the umpires when he is fit enough to take the field had 
play been in progress.

 Similarly, if at the commencement of an interruption in play 
through ground, weather or light conditions or for other 
exceptional circumstances, a player is on the field but still has 
some unexpired penalty time remaining from a previous absence, 
he shall automatically be allowed to count any such stoppage 
time as playing time, provided he returns to the field of play 
immediately after the interruption.

 The restriction in clauses 24.2.1 and 24.2.2 above shall not 
apply if the player has suffered an external blow (as opposed to 
an internal injury such as a pulled muscle) whilst participating 
earlier in the match and consequently been forced to leave the 
field. 

 Nor shall it apply if the player has been absent for very exceptional 
and wholly acceptable reasons (other than injury or illness).

TC 1260
TEMBA BAVUMA

The new TC 1260 bat from New Balance.
Developed for the traditional cricketer that is looking

to be at the crease for sustained periods. Take it to the 
opposition, work the ball around the fielders and show 

your class with the TC batting range.
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24.1.1  Substitute fielders shall only be permitted in cases of injury, 
illness or other wholly acceptable reasons. ‘Wholly acceptable 
reasons’ should be limited to extreme circumstances and should 
not include what is commonly referred to as a ‘comfort break’.

 Note: Squad members of the fielding or batting team who are not 
playing in the match and who are not acting as substitute fielders 
shall be required to wear a team training bib whilst on the playing 
area (including the area between the boundary and the perimeter 
fencing).

25 LAW 25– SUBSTITUTES AND RUNNER

 Law 25 shall apply subject to the following:

25.1 Law 25.1 Substitutes and Runners

 Law 25.1, 25.5 and 25.7 shall not apply. A runner for a batsman 
when batting is not permitted.

 Law 25.1 shall be amended as follows:

 The umpires shall have discretion to allow, for other wholly 
acceptable reasons, a substitute fielder to act for a nominated 
player at the start of the match, or at any subsequent time.

26 LAW 26 – PRACTICE ON THE FIELD

26.1 Law 26– Practice on the field

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 26.1:

 The use of the square for practice on any day of any match shall 
be permissible provided that no practice takes place on the 
match pitch for that match. The umpires will have sole discretion 
as to whether practice will be allowed on the square that might 
be designated for matches on succeeding days if damage could 
occur to those pitches.

 Bowling practice on the bowling strips referred to in (a) above 
shall also be permitted during the interval (and change of innings 
if not the interval) unless the umpires consider that, in the 
prevailing conditions of ground and weather, it will be detrimental 
to the surface of the square.

26.2  Law 26.2 – Practice on the outfield

 Law 26.2 shall apply save that Law 26.2.2 shall be replaced with 
the following:

(ii)  There shall be no bowling or batting practice on the outfield. 
Bowling a ball, using a short run up to a player in the outfield is 
not to be regarded as bowling practice but shall be subject to (b) 
(iii) and (c) below.

27 LAW 27 – THE WICKET-KEEPER

 Law 27 shall apply.

28 LAW 28 – THE FIELDER

 Law 28 shall apply subject to the contents of Appendix 1.

29 LAW 29 – THE WICKET IS DOWN

 Law 29 shall apply.

30 LAW 30 – BATSMAN OUT OF HIS GROUND

 Law 30 shall apply.

31 LAW 31 – APPEALS

 Law 31 shall apply.

32 LAW 32– BOWLED

 Law 32 shall apply.

33 LAW 33 – CAUGHT

 Law 33 shall apply.

34 LAW 34 – HIT THE BALL TWICE

 Law 34 shall apply.

35  LAW 35 – HIT WICKET

 Law 35 shall apply.

36  LAW 36 – LEG BEFORE WICKET

 Law 36 shall apply.

37  LAW 37 – OBSTRUCTING THE FIELD

 Law 37 shall apply. For the avoidance of doubt, if an umpire feels 
that a batsman, in running between the wickets, has significantly 
changed his direction without probable cause and thereby 
obstructed a fielder’s attempt to effect a run out, the batsman 
should, on appeal, be given out, obstructing the field. It shall 
not be relevant whether a run out would have occurred or not. A 
batsman who runs on the protected area and has not necessarily 
changed direction, may also be adjudged as having obstructed 
the field.

 If the change of direction involves the batsman crossing the pitch, 
Law 41.14 shall also apply.

38  LAW 38 – RUN OUT

 Law 38 shall apply.

39  LAW 39 – STUMPED

 Law 39 shall apply.

40  LAW 40 – TIMED OUT

 Law 40 shall apply.

41 LAW 41 – FAIR AND UNFAIR PLAY

41.1  Law 41.1 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of captains 

 Law 41.1 shall apply. 

41.2  Law 41.2 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of umpires 

 Law 41.2 shall apply. 

41.3 Law 41.3 – The match ball – changing its condition 

 Law 41.3 shall apply, subject to the following:

41.3.1  The umpires shall make frequent and irregular inspections of 
the ball. In addition, they shall immediately inspect the ball if they 
suspect anyone of attempting to change the condition of the ball, 
except as permitted in 41.3.2. 

41.3.2  It is an offence for any player to take any action which changes the 
condition of the ball. 

 Except in carrying out his/her normal duties, a batsman is not 
allowed to wilfully damage the ball. See also Law 5.5 (Damage to 
the ball). 

 A fielder may, however: 

41.3.2.1  polish the ball on his/her clothing provided that no artificial 
substance is used and that such polishing wastes no time. 

41.3.2.2  remove mud from the ball under the supervision of an umpire. 

41.3.2.3  dry a wet ball on a piece of cloth that has been approved by the 
umpires. 

41.3.3  The umpires shall consider the condition of the ball to have been 
unfairly changed if any action by any player does not comply with 
the conditions in 41.3.2. 

41.3.4  If the umpires consider that the condition of the ball has been 
unfairly changed by a member or members of either side, they 
shall ask the captain of the opposing side if he/she would like the 
ball to be replaced. If necessary, in the case of the batting side, 
the batsmen at the wicket may deputise for their captain. 

41.3.4.1  If a replacement ball is requested, the umpires shall select 
and bring into use immediately, a ball which shall have wear 
comparable to that of the previous ball immediately prior to the 
contravention. 

41.3.4.2  Regardless of whether a replacement ball has been chosen to be 
used, the bowler’s end umpire shall 

 –  award 5 Penalty runs to the opposing side. 

 –  if appropriate, inform the batsmen at the wicket and the 
captain of the fielding side that the ball has been changed and 
the reason for their action. 

 –  inform the captain of the batting side as soon as practicable of 
what has occurred. Laws of Cricket 2017 Code 59 

 The umpires together shall report the occurrence as soon as 
possible after the match to the Executive of the offending side and 
to any Governing Body responsible for the match, who shall take 
such action as is considered appropriate against the captain, any 
other individuals concerned and, if appropriate, the team. 

41.3.5  If the umpires agree that in the match there has been any further 
instance by that team of unfairly changing the condition of the 
ball, they shall 

41.3.5.1  repeat the procedure in 41.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2. 

 If the further offence is committed by the fielding side, additionally 
the bowler’s end umpire shall 

41.3.5.2 –  direct the captain of the fielding side to suspend immediately 
from bowling the bowler who delivered the preceding ball; he/
she shall not be allowed to bowl again in the match. 

 –  inform the batsmen at the wicket and, as soon as practicable, 
the captain of the batting side of the reason for the action. 

 –  if necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, 
who shall neither have bowled any part of the previous over, 
nor be allowed to bowl any part of the next over.

41.4 Law 41.4 – Deliberate attempt to distract striker 

 Law 41.4 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.5 Law 41.5 – Deliberate distraction, deception or obstruction of 
batsman 

 Law 41.5 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpire shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.6 Law 41.6 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair short deliveries.

 Law 41.6 shall apply subject to the following:

 Law 41.6 – The Bowling of Fast Short Pitched Balls 

 Law 41.6 shall be replaced by the following: 

(a)  A bowler shall be limited to two fast short-pitched deliveries per 
over. 

(b)  A fast short-pitched delivery is defined as a ball which passes 
or would have passed above the shoulder height of the striker 
standing upright at the popping crease. 
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(c)  The umpire at the bowler’s end shall advise the bowler and the 
batsman on strike when each fast short pitched delivery has been 
bowled. 

(d)  In addition, for the purpose of this regulation and subject to 
Clause 42.4.1 (f) below, a ball that passes above head height of 
the batsman, that prevents him from being able to hit it with his 
bat by means of a normal cricket stroke shall be called a wide. 

(e)  For the avoidance of doubt any fast short pitched delivery that is 
called a wide under this playing condition shall also count as the 
allowable short pitched delivery in that over 

(f)  In the event of a bowler bowling more than two fast short-pitched 
deliveries in an over as defined in Clause 42.4.1 (b) above, the 
umpire at the bowlers end shall call and signal no ball on each 
occasion. A differential signal shall be used to signify a fast short 
pitched delivery. The umpire shall call and signal ‘no ball’ and 
then tap the head with the other hand. 

(g) If a bowler delivers a third fast short pitched ball in an over, the 
umpire, after the call of no ball and when the ball is dead, shall 
caution the bowler, inform the other umpire, the captain of the 
fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what has occurred. 
This caution shall apply throughout the innings. 

(h) If there is a second instance of the bowler being no balled in the 
innings for bowling more than two fast short pitched deliveries in 
an over, the umpire shall advise the bowler that this is his final 
warning for the innings. 

(i)  Should there be any further instance by the same bowler in that 
innings, the umpire shall call and signal no ball and when the 
ball is dead direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(j)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(k) The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsmen at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(l)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.7 Law 41.7 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair non-pitching 
deliveries

 Law 41.7 shall apply subject to the following:

(a) Any delivery which passes or would have passed on the full above 
waist height of the striker standing upright at the popping crease 
is deemed unfair, whether or not it is likely to inflict physical 
injury on the striker. 

(b)  In the event of a bowler bowling a high full pitched ball as defined 
in Clause 41.7 above, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall call and 
signal no ball.

 If, in the opinion of the umpire, such a delivery is considered 
likely to inflict physical injury on the batsman, the umpire at the 
bowler’s end shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, 
when the ball is dead, caution the bowler and issue a first and 
final warning. The umpire shall inform the other umpire, the 
captain of the fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what 
has occurred. 

(c)  Should there be any further instance (where a high full pitched 
ball is bowled and is considered likely to inflict physical injury 
on the batsman) by the same bowler in that innings, the umpire 
shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, when the ball 
is dead, direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(d)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(e)  The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsman at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(f)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.8 Bowling of deliberate front-foot No ball

 Law 41.8 shall apply.

41.9 Time wasting by the fielding side

 Law 41.9 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.10 Batsman wasting time

 Law 41.10 shall apply.

41.11 The protected area

 Law 41.11 shall apply.

41.12 Fielder damaging the pitch

 Law 41.12 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.13 Bowler running on the protected area

 Law 41.13 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires may report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct

41.14 Batsman damaging the pitch

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.15 Striker in the protected area

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.16 Non-striker leaving his/her ground early

 Law 41.16 shall apply.

41.17 Batsman stealing a run

 Law 41.17 shall apply.

41.18 Penalty runs

 Law 41.18 shall apply.

41.19 Unfair actions

 Law 41.19 shall apply.

42 PLAYERS’ CONDUCT 

 Law 42 shall not apply.

42.1 Serious misconduct 

 The umpires shall act upon any serious misconduct. The relevant 
offences and the corresponding actions by the umpires are 
covered under the Schools Code of Conduct.
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Except as varied hereunder, the Laws of Cricket (2017 CODE) shall apply.

PLAYER QUALIFICATIONS

COCA COLA KHAYA MAJOLA WEEK

Only players that are Under 19 years of age on 1 September 2017 and are 
eligible to participate in this tournament. Players must be or have been at 
least in Grade 12 or any lower grade in the scholastic year passed and be 
registered in or have been for a minimum of 6 subjects.

CSA BOYS U17 AND RURAL BOYS U17 WEEK

Only players that are 17 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

CSA BOYS U15 WEEK

Only players that are 15 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

TEAM COMPOSITION

1 As per a CSA Board resolution, all squads must comprise of a minimum 
of 7 generic black players and must include at least 3 black African 
players in that 7.

2 A player must play at least 4 matches in the tournament, and at least 1 
match in each format.

3 There must be at least 5 generic black players in the starting XI in Time 
and 50 Over matches.

4 There must be at least 6 generic black players in the starting 12 in the 
T20 matches.

1 LAW 1 – THE PLAYERS

1.2 Law 1.3 – Captain

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 1.3.

 The deputy must be one of the 11 nominated starting players.

2 LAW 2 – THE UMPIRES

2.1 Law 2.1 – Appointment and attendance

 The following shall apply in place of Law 2.1:

 The CSA Tournament Umpires’ Managers will be responsible for 
allocating umpires for all fixtures.

 Two Umpires, will be appointed to all matches.

2.2 Law 2.2 – Change of umpire

 Law 2.2 will apply as modified:

 Neither team will have a right of objection to an umpire’s 
appointment.

2.3 Law 2.7 – Fitness for play and Law 2.8 – Suspension of play in 
dangerous or unreasonable conditions.

 Laws 3.8 & 3.9 shall be replaced by:

2.3.1 The umpires shall be the final judges of the fitness of the ground, 
weather and light for play. See clause 2.3.5 below and Law 6.1 
(Fitness of the pitch for play).

2.3.2  Suspension of play for adverse conditions of ground, weather or 
light

(a) All references to ground include the pitch. See Law 6.1 (Area of 
pitch).

(b) If at any time the umpires together agree that the conditions of 
ground, weather or light are so bad that there is obvious and 
foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or umpire, so that 
it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to take place, 
then they shall immediately suspend play, or not allow play to 
commence or to restart. The decision as to whether conditions 
are so bad as to warrant such action is one for the umpires alone 
to make.

 The fact that the grass and the ball are wet and slippery does not 
warrant the ground conditions being regarded as unreasonable 
or dangerous. If the umpires consider the ground is so wet or 
slippery as to deprive the bowler of a reasonable foothold, the 
fielders of the power of free movement, or the batsmen of the 
ability to play their strokes or to run between the wickets, then 
these conditions shall be regarded as so bad that it would be 
unreasonable for play to take place.

(c) When there is a suspension of play it is the responsibility of the 
umpires to monitor the conditions. They shall make inspections 
as often as appropriate. Immediately the umpires together agree 
that conditions are suitable for play they shall call upon the 
players to resume the game.

(d) If play is in progress up to the start of an agreed interval then it 
will resume after the interval unless the umpires together agree 
that the conditions of ground, weather or light are so bad that 
there is obvious and foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or 
umpire, so that it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to 
take place.

 For the avoidance of doubt the following must be noted:

2.3.3 If conditions during a rain stoppage improve and the rain is 
reduced to drizzle, the umpires must consider if they would have 
suspended play in the first place under similar conditions. If both 
on-field umpires agree that the current drizzle would not have 
caused a stoppage, then play shall resume immediately.

2.3.4 The umpires shall disregard any shadow on the pitch from the 
stadium or from any permanent object on the ground.

2.3.5 If a shadow from the fielder falls across the strikers half of the 
pitch, the fielder must remain stationary from the time the bowler 
commences his run up until the striker has received the ball. In 
the event of a fielder moving before the striker receives the ball, 
the umpire shall call and signal ‘dead ball’ if he considers the 
striker has been disadvantaged by the action.

3 LAW 3 – THE SCORERS

3.1 Law 3.2 – Correctness of scores 

 Attention is drawn to Clause 2.15

4 LAW 4 – THE BALL

 Law 4 shall apply subject to the following:

4.1 Law 4.2 – Approval and control of balls

 Law 4.3 shall be replaced by the following:

 Each fielding team shall have one new ball for its innings.

 The umpires shall retain possession of the match ball(s) 
throughout the duration of the match when play is not actually 
taking place. During play umpires shall periodically and 
irregularly inspect the condition of the ball and shall retain 
possession of it at the fall of a wicket, a drinks interval, or any 
other disruption in play.

4.2 Law 4.4 – New ball in match of more than one day’s duration

 Law 4.4 shall be replaced by the following: 

 The captain of the fielding side shall have the choice of taking a 
new ball at any time after 50 overs have been bowled with the 
previous ball. The umpires shall indicate to the batsman and the 
scorers whenever a new ball is taken into play.

4.3 Law 4.5 – Ball lost or becoming unfit for play

 Law 4.5 shall be replaced by the following:

 In the event of a ball during play being lost or in the opinion of 
the umpires, being unfit for play through normal use, the umpires 
shall allow it to be replaced by one that in their opinion has had a 
similar amount of wear.

 In the event of the ball becoming wet and soggy as a result of play 
continuing in inclement weather or in the opinion of the umpires 
being unfit for play, the ball may be replaced for a ball that has 
similar amount of wear, even though it has not gone out of shape.

 If the ball is to be replaced, the umpire shall inform the batsman.

4.4 Law 4.6 – Specifications

 Law 4.6 shall apply.

5 LAW 5 – THE BAT

 Law 5 shall apply.

6 LAW 6 – THE PITCH

 Law 6 shall apply subject to the following:

6.1 Law 6.3 – Selection and preparation

 The following will apply in addition to Law 6.3:

6.1.2 Only authorised staff, the match officials, players, team coaches 
and authorised personnel shall be allowed access to the pitch 
area. Such access shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) Prior to the start of play, only captains and head coaches may 
walk on the actual playing surface of the pitch area.

(b) No spiked footwear shall be permitted.

(c) No one shall be permitted to bounce a ball on the pitch, strike it 
with a bat or cause damage to the pitch in any other way.

(d) a key or knife may only be inserted in the pitch in the area between 
the popping and bowling creases.

(e) Access shall not interfere with pitch preparation.

6.1.3 In the event of any dispute, the Tournament Referee will rule and 
his ruling will be final.

6.2 Law 6.4 – Changing the pitch

 Law 6.4 shall be replaced by the following:
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6.2.1 In the event of a pitch being considered too dangerous for play to 
continue in the estimation of the on-field umpires, they shall stop 
play and immediately advise the Tournament Referee.

6.2.2 The on-field umpires and Tournament Referee shall consult with 
both captains.

6.2.3 If the captains agree to continue, play shall resume.

6.2.4 If the decision is not to resume play, the on-field umpires shall 
consider one of the options in the following sequence:

(a) whether the existing pitch can be repaired. Repair work will only 
be considered if there has been malicious damage to a non-
crucial part of the pitch;

(b) whether an alternative pitch can be used;

(c)  whether the match has to be abandoned.

6.2.5 When such a decision is made, the ground authority shall make a 
public announcement as soon as possible following that decision.

6.2.6 In the event of a decision being taken in favour of Clauses 6.2.4 
(a) or 6.2.4(b) above, the supervision of the remedial or new 
preparatory work shall be the responsibility of the on-field 
umpires and the representative of the ground authority.

6.2.7 The rescheduled starting time and the rescheduled cessation 
time, together with any make-up procedures as provided herein, 
shall be the responsibility of the on-field umpires.

6.2.8 In the event that the existing pitch can be made playable after 
suitable remedial work as in Clause 6.2.4 (a) above, the match 
shall continue from the point stopped.

6.2.9 If a new pitch is prepared as in Clause 6.2.4 (b) above, the match 
shall be restarted from the first ball (but see Clause 6.2.7 above).

6.3 Law 6.5 – Non-turf pitches

 Law 6.5 shall not apply.

7 LAW 7 – THE BOWLING, POPPING AND RETURN CREASES

 Law 7 shall apply.

 Additional Crease Markings

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 7:

 The bowling creases shall be marked 43.18 cm (17”) from 
the inner edge of the return creases to assist the Umpires 
adjudicating offside wides for right and left-handed batsmen.

8 LAW 8 – THE WICKETS

 Law 8 shall apply.

9 LAW 9 – PREPARATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PLAYING 
AREA

9.1 Law 9.1 – Rolling

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.1:

9.1.1 Prior to tossing for choice of innings the artificial drying of the 
pitch and outfield shall be at the discretion of the groundsman. 
Thereafter and throughout the match the drying of the outfield 
may be undertaken at any time by the groundsman, but the 
drying of the affected area of the pitch shall be carried out only 
on the instructions and under the supervision of the umpires. 
The umpires shall be empowered to have the pitch dried without 
reference to the captains at any time they are of the opinion that it 
is unfit for play.

9.1.2 The umpires may instruct the groundsman to use any available 
equipment, including any roller for the purpose of drying the pitch 
and making it fit for play.

9.1.3 An absorbent roller may be used to remove water from the covers 
including the cover on the match pitch.

9.2 Law 9.6 – Maintenance of footholes

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.6:

 The umpires shall see that wherever possible and whenever it is 
considered necessary, action is taken during all intervals in play 
to do whatever is practicable to improve the bowler’s foot holes.

10 COVERING THE PITCH

10.1 Law 10.1 – Before the match

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 10.1:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play.

10.2  Law 10.2 – During the match

 Law 10.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play and for the duration of the period of the 
match

11 LAW 11 – INTERVALS

11.1 Law 11.2 – Duration of intervals

11.1.1 Luncheon Interval:

 The interval shall be of 45 minutes duration.

11.2 Law 11.4 – Changing agreed times of intervals

 If the innings of the team batting first is completed prior to the 
scheduled time for the interval, the interval shall take place 

WE KNOW WHAT
WE’RE MADE OF
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immediately and the innings of the team batting second will 
commence correspondingly earlier providing that this does not 
lead to an interval occurring more than 30 minutes prior to the 
scheduled interval.

 If the innings of the team batting first is completed more than 30 
minutes prior to the scheduled interval a 10-minute break will 
occur and the team batting second will commence its innings and 
the interval will occur as scheduled.

 Where the innings of the side batting first is delayed or 
interrupted, the length of the interval will be reduced as follows:

(i) If up to 15 minutes of actual playing time is lost (total playing 
time lost less any extra time provided), then the interval will be 
reduced by the amount of actual playing time lost.

(ii) If more than 15 minutes of actual playing time is lost (total playing 
time lost less any extra time provided), then the interval will be 
reduced to 30 minutes (subject to (iii) below).

(iii) If more than 60 minutes of actual playing time is lost (total 
playing time lost less any extra time provided), then the interval 
of 30 minutes prescribed under (ii) above may be reduced further 
by mutual agreement between the Umpires and both Captains. 
In the event of disagreement, the length of the interval shall 
be determined by the Tournament Umpires’ Managers. The 
minimum interval shall be ten minutes.

 The umpires may decide to play 30 minutes (a minimum of eight 
overs) extra time at the scheduled interval if requested by either 
captain if, in the umpires’ opinion, it would bring about a definite 
result in that session. If the umpires do not believe a result can be 
achieved no extra time shall be allowed. 

 If it is decided to play such extra time, the whole period shall be 
played out even though the possibility of finishing the match may 
have disappeared before the full period has expired. 

 Note: In addition to clauses i), ii) and iii) above, the length of 
the Interval may be reduced by the CSA Match Referee should 
exceptional circumstances arise.

11.3  Law 11.8 – Intervals for Drinks

 One drinks break per session shall be permitted. The provisions of 
Law 15.9 shall be strictly observed except that under conditions of 
extreme heat the umpires may permit extra intervals for drinks.

 An individual player may be given a drink either on the boundary 
edge or at the fall of a wicket, on the field, provided that no playing 
time is wasted. No other drinks shall be taken onto the field 
without the permission of the umpires. Any player taking drinks 
onto the field shall be dressed in proper cricket attire. (Subject to 
the wearing of bibs – refer to the note in clause 24.1.1).

 Drinks shall be taken on the field of play midway between the 
square and the boundary.

 Drinks shall only be taken on to the field of play by a member of 
the squad not nominated for the match who must be dressed in 
proper cricket attire.

12 LAW 12 – START OF PLAY; CESSATION OF PLAY

 There will be 2 sessions of 3 hours 15 minutes, each separated by 
an interval between innings as listed below:

12.1 Start and Cessation Times

 1st Session: 09:45 – 13:00
 Lunch: 13:00 – 13:45
 2nd Session: 13:45 – 17:00

13 LAW 13 – INNINGS

13.1  Law 13.1 – Number of innings

 Law 13 shall be replaced by the following:

(a) All matches will consist of one innings per side, each innings 
being limited to a maximum of 50 overs.

13.2  Bowling Directives

 Appendix 2 shall apply.

13.3 Length of Innings

13.3.1 Uninterrupted Matches.

(a) Each team shall bat for 50 overs unless all out earlier.

(b) If the team fielding first fails to bowl the required number of overs 
by the scheduled time for cessation of the first innings, play shall 
continue until the required number of overs has been bowled. 
The interval shall be reduced to enable the second innings to 
commence at the schedule time, subject to their being a minimum 
interval of 30 minutes. The team batting second shall receive its 
full quota of 50 overs irrespective of the number of overs it bowled 
in the scheduled time for the cessation of the first innings.

(c) If the team batting first is dismissed in less than 50 overs, the 
team batting second shall be entitled to bat for 50 overs.

(d) If the team fielding second fails to bowl 50 overs by the scheduled 
cessation time, the hours of play shall be extended until the 
required number of overs has been bowled or a result is achieved.

(e) Disciplinary measures will be implemented against the captain 
for slow over-rates.

13.3.2 Delayed or Interrupted Matches

(a) Delay or Interruption to the Innings of the Team Batting First

OUR CLUB IS MORE THAN JUST A GROUP OF FANS It’s the greatest way to experience the Proteas!
Every cricket season we have amazing benefits and exclusive services for our members. 
From first access to tickets at discounted rates, to VIP entrance at home games, as well as 
a monthly draw for Proteas’ merchandise and tickets. As your membership level increases 
so do your rewards like being invited priceless experiences.

Sign up as a free or premium member at opsc.co.za or by dialing *120*1101# (calls charged at 20 cents per 20 seconds).
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(i) When playing time has been lost the revised number of overs to 
be bowled in the match shall be based on a rate of 16 overs per 
hour, in the total remaining time available for play.

(ii) The revision of the number of overs should ensure, whenever 
possible, that both teams have the opportunity of batting for the 
same number of overs. The team batting second shall not bat for 
a greater number of overs than the first team unless the latter 
completed its innings in less than its allocated overs. To constitute 
a match, a minimum of 20 overs have to be bowled to the side 
batting second, subject to the innings not being completed earlier.

(iii)  As soon as the total minutes of playing time remaining is less 
than the completed overs faced by Team 1 multiplied by 3.75, then 
the first innings is terminated and the provisions of 13. 2.b) below 
take effect.

(iv) A fixed time will be specified for the commencement of the 
interval, and also the close of play for the match, by applying a 
rate of 16 overs per hour. When calculating the length of playing 
time available for the match, or the length of either innings, the 
timing and duration of all relative delays, extensions in playing 
hours, interruptions in play, and intervals, excluding those for 
drinks, will be taken into consideration. This calculation must not 
cause the match to finish earlier than the original or rescheduled 
time for cessation of play on the day. If required the original time 
shall be extended to allow for one extra over for each team.

(v) If the team fielding first fails to bowl the revised number of 
overs by the specified time, play shall continue until the required 
number of overs have been bowled or the innings is completed. 
The interval shall be reduced to enable the second innings to 
commence at the rescheduled time, subject to their being a 
minimum interval of 20 minutes(or where the interval has been 
reduced to a period of less than 20 minutes – such reduced period 
less than 20 minutes under 15.1 (iii)).

(vi) Disciplinary measures will be implemented against the captain 
for slow over-rates.

13.3.4 Delay or Interruption to the innings of the Team Batting Second

(i) When playing time has been lost and, as a result, it is not possible 
for the team batting second to have the opportunity of receiving 
its allocated, or revised allocation of overs in the playing time 
available, the number of overs shall be reduced at a rate of 16 overs 
per hour, which is inclusive of the provision of drinks intervals, in 
respect of the lost playing time. Should the calculations result in a 
fraction of an over the fraction shall be ignored.

(ii) In addition, should the innings of the team batting first have been 
completed prior to the scheduled, or re-scheduled time for the 
commencement of the interval, then any calculation relating to 
the revision of overs shall not be effective until an amount of time 

equivalent to that by which the second innings started early has 
elapsed.

(iii) To constitute a match, a minimum of 20 overs have to be bowled 
to the team batting second subject to the innings not being 
completed earlier.

(iv) The team batting second shall not bat for a greater number of 
overs than the first team unless the latter completed its innings 
in less than its allocated overs.

(v) A fixed time will be specified for the close of play by applying a 
rate of 16 overs per hour. With the exception of drinks intervals, 
the timing and duration of all relative delays, extensions in playing 
hours and interruptions in play, will be taken into consideration in 
specifying this time.

(vi) If the team fielding second fails to bowl the revised overs by the 
scheduled or re-scheduled close of play, the hours of play shall be 
extended until the overs have been bowled or a result achieved.

(vii)  Disciplinary measures will be implemented against the captain 
for slow over-rates.

13.4 The toss:

 The captains shall toss for the choice of innings on the field of 
play. The toss shall take place not earlier than 30 minutes, nor 
later than 15 minutes before the scheduled or rescheduled time 
for the match to start.

 Note: Law 13.5 requiring the captain of the side winning the toss 
to notify the opposing captain as soon as the toss is completed of 
his decision to bat or to field first shall apply.

13.5 Extra Time

 Where the start of play is delayed or play is suspended, the 
scheduled hours of play shall be extended up to a maximum of 30 
min.

13.6 Number of Overs per Bowler

 No bowler shall bowl more than 10 overs in an innings.

 In a delayed or interrupted match where the overs are reduced for 
both teams or for the team bowling second, no bowler may bowl 
more than one-fifth of the total overs allowed.

 Where the total overs are not divisible by 5, one additional over 
shall be allowed to the maximum number per bowler necessary 
to make up the balance.

 Appendix 2.2 (Spin bowling match directives) shall apply.

13.7 Minimum over rates

13.7.1 The minimum over rate to be achieved by the fielding team shall 
be 16 overs per hour.

13.7.2 In calculating the minimum over rate, the following time 
allowances shall be made:

(a) the actual time taken where treatment is given by authorised 
medical personnel to a player on the field of play;

(b) the actual time taken for a player to leave the field of play in the 
event of a serious injury;

(d) the actual time lost due to any other circumstances beyond the 
control of the players.

13.7.3 The over rate will be calculated at the end of the match by 
the umpires. If the over rate is calculated as being under the 
minimum over rate of 16 overs to the hour, the following shall 
apply:

(a) As soon as reasonably practicable the umpires shall inform the 
team captain and / or team manager of the relevant fielding 
team that the CSA Regulations have been breached and that the 
prescribed sanction in accordance with Clause 12.7.4 shall be 
applied.

(b) If, after consultation with the umpires, the umpires is of the 
opinion that the minimum over rate was not achieved by the 
fielding team by reason of events beyond its control, including 
(but not limited to) time wasting by the batting team, the umpires 
shall be entitled to amend the over rate calculation as he deems 
appropriate.

(c) In the event of any time allowances being granted to the fielding 
team above (time wasting by batting team), then such time shall 
be deducted from the allowances granted to such batting team in 
the determination of its over rate.

13.7.4 Sanction

 No sanction may be imposed in respect of minimum over rates 
in the event of the batting team being bowled out within the time 
determined for that innings under these conditions, or if a result 
is achieved within the time allocated for that innings.

 In the event of the umpires having determined the over rate 
being below that required, the umpires shall impose disciplinary 
procedures against the captain. (Refer to the Code of Conduct)

 On a point of clarity: Any sanctions meted out to captains of teams 
as above shall be regarded as being cumulative towards the team. 
A captain cited in a match shall be cited at the appropriate level 
that any such previously cumulative sanctions would require i.e. 
as If he himself had been captain in the previous matches where 
slow over rate sanctions had been imposed.

14 LAW 14 – THE FOLLOW-ON

 Law 14 shall not apply.

15  LAW 15 – DECLARATION AND FORFEITURE

 Law 15 shall not apply.

16 LAW 16 – THE RESULT

 Law 21 shall apply subject to the following:

16.1 Law 61.1 – A win – two innings match

 Law 21.1 shall not apply.

16.2 Law 61.2 – A win – one innings match

 Law 61.2 shall apply in addition to the following:

16.2.1 A result can be achieved only if both teams have had the 
opportunity of batting for at least 20 overs, unless one team has 
been all out in less than 20 overs or unless the team batting 
second scores enough runs to win in less than 20 overs.

 All matches in which both teams have not had an opportunity of 
batting for a minimum of 20 overs, shall be declared no result.

16.3 Law 16.3 – Umpires awarding a match

 Law 16.3 Shall not apply.

16.4 Law 16.5 – A Tie or Draw:

 Law 16.5 shall not apply.

16.5 Delayed or Interrupted Matches – calculation of the Target 
Score

 If, due to suspension of play after the start of the match, the 
number of overs in the innings of either team has to be revised 
to a lesser number than originally allotted minimum of 20 overs, 
then a revised target score (to win) should be set for the number 
of overs which the team batting second will have the opportunity 
of facing. This revised target is to be calculated using the current 
Duckworth/Lewis/Stern method. The target set will always be a 
whole number and one run less will constitute a Tie.

16.6 Law 16.8 – Correctness of result

 Any query on the result of the match as defined in 2.15 (as 
modified by these regulations) shall be resolved as soon as 
possible and a final decision made by the umpires at close of play.

17 LAW 17 – THE OVER

 Law 17 shall apply.

18 LAW 18 – SCORING RUNS

 Law 18 shall apply.

19 LAW 19 – BOUNDARIES

19.1  Law 19.1 – The boundaries of the field of play

 The following will be applicable to Girls Under 19 Venues only:
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 The boundary shall be a minimum of 50 metres and a maximum 
of 64 metres. Distances shall be measured from the centre of the 
pitch.

19.3 Law 19.2.7 – Scoring a boundary

 The following shall be added to Law 19.2.7

 If an unauthorised person enters the playing arena and handles 
the ball, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall be the sole judge of 
whether the boundary allowance should be scored or the ball be 
treated as still in play or called dead ball if a batsman is liable to 
be out as a result of the unauthorised person handling the ball.

20 LAW 20 – DEAD BALL

 Law 20 shall apply.

21 LAW 21 – NO BALL

 Law 21 shall apply subject to the following:

21.1 Law 21.1 – Mode of delivery

 Law 21.1.2 

 The bowler may not deliver the ball underarm. If a bowler bowls 
a ball underarm the umpire shall call and signal no ball, and the 
ball is to be re-bowled overarm.

21.2 Free Hit

 In addition to the above, the delivery following a no ball called for 
all modes of no ball shall be a free hit for whichever batsman is 
facing it. If the delivery for the free hit is not a legitimate delivery 
(any kind of no ball or a wide ball) then the next delivery will 
become a free hit for whichever batsman is facing it.

 For any free hit, the striker can be dismissed only under the 
circumstances that apply for a no ball, even if the delivery for the 
free hit is called wide ball.

 Field changes are not permitted for free hit deliveries unless: 

 There is a change of striker (the provisions of clause 41.2 shall 
apply),

 Or

 The No Ball was the result of a fielding restriction breach, in 
which case the field may be changed to the extent of correcting 
the breach.

 The umpires will signal a free hit by (after the normal No Ball 
signal) extending one arm straight upwards and moving it in a 
circular motion.

22 LAW 22 – WIDE BALL

22.1 Law 22.1 – Judging a Wide

 Law 22 shall apply with the following addition to Law 22.1.1

 Umpires are instructed to apply very strict and consistent 
interpretation in regard to this Law in order to prevent negative 
bowling wide of the wicket.

 Any offside or leg side delivery which in the opinion of the umpire 
does not give the batsman a reasonable opportunity to score 
shall be called a wide. As a guideline, any ball pitching outside leg 
stump, going down the leg side will be called wide.

 The bowling creases shall be marked 43.18cm (17”) from each 
of the inner edges of the return creases to assist the Umpires 
adjudicating offside wides for right and left handed batsmen.

23 LAW 23 – BYE AND LEG BYE

 Law 23 shall apply.

24 LAW 24 – FIELDER ABSENT OR LEAVING THE FIELD

 Law 24.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 If a fielder fails to take the field with his side at the start of the 
match or at any later time, or leaves the field during a session 
of play, the umpire shall be informed of the reason for his 
absence, and he shall not thereafter come on to the field during 
a session of play without the consent of the umpire. (See Law 
24.4 as modified). The umpire shall give such consent as soon as 
practicable. If the player is absent from the field for longer than 
8 minutes, the following restrictions shall apply to their future 
participation in the match:

24.2.1  The player shall not be permitted to bowl in the match until he 
has either been able to field, or his team has subsequently been 
batting, for the total length of playing time for which he was absent 
(hereafter referred to as penalty time), subject to a maximum 
cumulative penalty time of 120 minutes. If any unexpired penalty 
time remains at the end of an innings, it is carried forward to the 
next and subsequent innings of the match.

24.2.2  The player shall not be permitted to bat in the match until his team’s 
batting innings has been in progress for the length of playing time 
that is equal to the unexpired penalty time carried forward from 
the previous innings, subject to a maximum cumulative penalty 
time of 120 minutes. However, once his side has lost five wickets 
in its batting innings, he may bat immediately. If any unexpired 
penalty time remains at the end of that batting innings, it is carried 
forward to the next and subsequent innings of the match.

 For the purposes of 24.2.1 and 24.2.2, playing time shall comprise 
the time play is in progress excluding lunch and tea intervals, 

It’s for the PURISTS, It’s for the FRIENDS.
It’s for the FAMILY, It’s for the 4’s and 6’s.

It’s for the PARTNERSHIPS, It’s for the CENTURIES,
For the AGONY and the GLORY.

It’s for the number one fan of the Proteas.
 

Catch all the Tests, ODI and T20 action this 
summer live on SABC 3 and on Radio 2000.
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intervals between innings and official drinks intervals. For 
clarity, a player’s penalty time will continue to expire after he is 
dismissed, for the remainder of his team’s batting innings.

 However, in the event of a batsman or a fieldsman already 
being off the field at the commencement of an interruption in 
play through ground, weather or light conditions or for other 
exceptional circumstances, he shall be allowed to count any 
such stoppage time as playing time, provided that he personally 
informs the umpires when he is fit enough to take the field had 
play been in progress.

 Similarly, if at the commencement of an interruption in play 
through ground, weather or light conditions or for other 
exceptional circumstances, a player is on the field but still has 
some unexpired penalty time remaining from a previous absence, 
he shall automatically be allowed to count any such stoppage 
time as playing time, provided he returns to the field of play 
immediately after the interruption.

 The restriction in clauses 24.2.1 and 24.2.2 above shall not apply if 
the player has suffered an external blow (as opposed to an internal 
injury such as a pulled muscle) whilst participating earlier in the 
match and consequently been forced to leave the field. 

 Nor shall it apply if the player has been absent for very exceptional 
and wholly acceptable reasons (other than injury or illness).

24.1.1  Substitute fielders shall only be permitted in cases of injury, 
illness or other wholly acceptable reasons. ‘Wholly acceptable 
reasons’ should be limited to extreme circumstances and should 
not include what is commonly referred to as a ‘comfort break’.

 Note: Squad members of the fielding or batting team who are not 
playing in the match and who are not acting as substitute fielders 
shall be required to wear a team training bib whilst on the playing 
area (including the area between the boundary and the perimeter 
fencing).

25 LAW 25– SUBSTITUTES AND RUNNER

 Law 25 shall apply subject to the following:

25.1 Law 25.1 Substitutes and Runners

 Law 25.1, 25.5 and 25.7 shall not apply. A runner for a batsman 
when batting is not permitted.

 Law 25.1 shall be amended as follows:

 The umpires shall have discretion to allow, for other wholly 
acceptable reasons, a substitute fielder to act for a nominated 
player at the start of the match, or at any subsequent time.

26 LAW 26 – PRACTICE ON THE FIELD

26.1 Law 26– Practice on the field

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 26.1:

 The use of the square for practice on any day of any match shall 
be permissible provided that no practice takes place on the 
match pitch for that match. The umpires will have sole discretion 
as to whether practice will be allowed on the square that might 
be designated for matches on succeeding days if damage could 
occur to those pitches.

 Bowling practice on the bowling strips referred to in (a) above 
shall also be permitted during the interval (and change of innings 
if not the interval) unless the umpires consider that, in the 
prevailing conditions of ground and weather, it will be detrimental 
to the surface of the square.

26.2  Law 26.2 – Practice on the outfield

 Law 26.2 shall apply save that Law 26.2.2 shall be replaced with 
the following:

(ii) There shall be no bowling or batting practice on the outfield. 
Bowling a ball, using a short run up to a player in the outfield is 
not to be regarded as bowling practice but shall be subject to (b) 
(iii) and (c) below.

27 LAW 27 – THE WICKET-KEEPER

 Law 27 shall apply.

28 LAW 28 – THE FIELDER

 Law 28 shall apply subject to the contents.

28.1 Restrictions on the placement of fieldsmen 

 In addition to the restrictions contained in clause 28.1 , further 
fielding restrictions shall apply to certain overs in each innings. 
The nature of such fielding restrictions and the overs during 
which they shall apply are set out in the following paragraphs. 

 The following fielding restrictions shall apply: 

 Two semi-circles shall be drawn on the field of play. The semi-
circles shall have as their centre the middle stump at either end 
of the pitch. The radius of each of the semi-circles shall be 30 
yards (27.43 metres). The semi-circles shall be linked by two 
parallel straight lines drawn on the field. (Refer to paragraph 2 
of Appendix C). The fielding restriction areas should be marked 
by continuous painted white lines or ‘dots’ at 5 yard (4.57 metres) 
intervals, each ‘dot’ to be covered by a white plastic or rubber (but 
not metal) disc measuring 7 inches (18 cm) in diameter. 

 At the instant of delivery: 

 Powerplay 1 – no more than two (2) fieldsmen shall be permitted 
outside this fielding restriction area. In an innings of 50 overs, 
these are overs 1 to 10 inclusive. 

 Powerplay 2 – no more than four (4) fieldsmen shall be permitted 
outside this fielding restriction area. In an innings of 50 overs, 
these are overs 11 to 40 inclusive 

 Powerplay 3 – no more than five (5) fieldsmen shall be permitted 
outside this fielding restriction area. In an innings of 50 overs, 
these are overs 41 to 50 inclusive 

 In circumstances when the number of overs of the batting team 
is reduced, the number of overs within each phase of the innings 
shall be reduced in accordance with the table below. For the sake 
of clarity, it should be noted that the table shall apply to both the 
1st and 2nd innings of the match.

Innings duration Powerplay 1 Powerplay 2 Powerplay 3

20 4 12 4

21 4 13 4

22 5 13 4

23 5 14 4

24 5 14 5

25 5 15 5

26 5 16 5

27 6 16 5

28 6 17 5

29 6 17 6

30 6 18 6

31 6 19 6

32 7 19 6

33 7 20 6

34 7 20 7

35 7 21 7

36 7 22 7

37 8 22 7

38 8 23 7

39 8 23 8

40 8 24 8

Innings duration Powerplay 1 Powerplay 2 Powerplay 3

41 8 25 8

42 9 25 8

43 9 26 8

44 9 26 9

45 9 27 9

46 9 28 9

47 10 28 9

48 10 29 9

49 10 29 10

 If play is interrupted during an innings and the table above applies, 
the Powerplay takes immediate effect. For the avoidance of doubt 
this applies even if the interruption has occurred mid-over.

 Illustrations:

 A 50 over inning is interrupted after 8.3 overs and reduced to 32 
overs. The new phases are 7+19+6. Therefore, the middle phase 
fielding restrictions take immediate effect when play resumes 
and last for a further 17.3 overs. The final phase begins after 26 
overs have been bowled.

 A 40 over innings is interrupted after 18.5 overs and reduced to 22 
overs. The new phases are 5+13+4. When play resumes, the final 
phase fielding restrictions apply for the remaining 3.1 overs.

 At the commencement of the middle and final phases of an 
innings, the umpire shall signal such commencement to the 
scorers by rotating his arm in a large circle. 

 The scoreboard shall indicate the current Powerplay in progress. 

 In the event of an infringement of any of the above fielding 
restrictions, the square leg umpire shall call and signal ‘No Ball’

29 LAW 29 – THE WICKET IS DOWN

 Law 29 shall apply.

30 LAW 30 – BATSMAN OUT OF HIS GROUND

  Law 30 shall apply.

31 LAW 31 – APPEALS

 Law 31 shall apply.

32 LAW 32– BOWLED

 Law 32 shall apply.
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33 LAW 33 – CAUGHT

 Law 33 shall apply.

34 LAW 34 – HIT THE BALL TWICE

 Law 34 shall apply.

35  LAW 35 – HIT WICKET

 Law 35 shall apply.

36  LAW 36 – LEG BEFORE WICKET

 Law 36 shall apply.

37  LAW 37 – OBSTRUCTING THE FIELD

 Law 37 shall apply. For the avoidance of doubt, if an umpire feels 
that a batsman, in running between the wickets, has significantly 
changed his direction without probable cause and thereby 
obstructed a fielder’s attempt to effect a run out, the batsman 
should, on appeal, be given out, obstructing the field. It shall 
not be relevant whether a run out would have occurred or not. A 
batsman who runs on the protected area and has not necessarily 
changed direction, may also be adjudged as having obstructed 
the field.

 If the change of direction involves the batsman crossing the pitch, 
Law 41.14 shall also apply.

38  LAW 38 – RUN OUT

 Law 38 shall apply.

39  LAW 39 – STUMPED

 Law 39 shall apply.

40  LAW 40 – TIMED OUT

 Law 40 shall apply.

41 LAW 41 – FAIR AND UNFAIR PLAY

41.1  Law 41.1 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of captains 

 Law 41.1 shall apply. 

41.2  Law 41.2 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of umpires 

 Law 41.2 shall apply. 

41.3 Law 41.3 – The match ball – changing its condition 

 Law 41.3 shall apply, subject to the following:

41.3.1  The umpires shall make frequent and irregular inspections of 
the ball. In addition, they shall immediately inspect the ball if they 
suspect anyone of attempting to change the condition of the ball, 
except as permitted in 41.3.2. 

41.3.2  It is an offence for any player to take any action which changes the 
condition of the ball. 

 Except in carrying out his/her normal duties, a batsman is not 
allowed to wilfully damage the ball. See also Law 5.5 (Damage to 
the ball). 

 A fielder may, however: 

41.3.2.1  polish the ball on his/her clothing provided that no artificial 
substance is used and that such polishing wastes no time. 

41.3.2.2  remove mud from the ball under the supervision of an umpire. 

41.3.2.3  dry a wet ball on a piece of cloth that has been approved by the 
umpires. 

41.3.3  The umpires shall consider the condition of the ball to have been 
unfairly changed if any action by any player does not comply with 
the conditions in 41.3.2. 

41.3.4  If the umpires consider that the condition of the ball has been 
unfairly changed by a member or members of either side, they 
shall ask the captain of the opposing side if he/she would like the 
ball to be replaced. If necessary, in the case of the batting side, 
the batsmen at the wicket may deputise for their captain. 

41.3.4.1  If a replacement ball is requested, the umpires shall select 
and bring into use immediately, a ball which shall have wear 
comparable to that of the previous ball immediately prior to the 
contravention. 

41.3.4.2  Regardless of whether a replacement ball has been chosen to be 
used, the bowler’s end umpire shall 

 –  award 5 Penalty runs to the opposing side. 

 –  if appropriate, inform the batsmen at the wicket and the 
captain of the fielding side that the ball has been changed and 
the reason for their action. 

 –  inform the captain of the batting side as soon as practicable of 
what has occurred. Laws of Cricket 2017 Code 59 

 The umpires together shall report the occurrence as soon as 
possible after the match to the Executive of the offending side and 
to any Governing Body responsible for the match, who shall take 
such action as is considered appropriate against the captain, any 
other individuals concerned and, if appropriate, the team. 

41.3.5  If the umpires agree that in the match there has been any further 
instance by that team of unfairly changing the condition of the 
ball, they shall 

41.3.5.1  repeat the procedure in 41.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2. 

 If the further offence is committed by the fielding side, additionally 
the bowler’s end umpire shall 

*Water resistant up to 1.5m of water for 30 minutes.
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41.3.5.2 –  direct the captain of the fielding side to suspend immediately 
from bowling the bowler who delivered the preceding ball; he/
she shall not be allowed to bowl again in the match. 

 –  inform the batsmen at the wicket and, as soon as practicable, 
the captain of the batting side of the reason for the action. 

 –  if necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, 
who shall neither have bowled any part of the previous over, 
nor be allowed to bowl any part of the next over.

41.4 Law 41.4 – Deliberate attempt to distract striker 

 Law 41.4 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.5 Law 41.5 – Deliberate distraction, deception or obstruction of 
batsman 

 Law 41.5 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpire shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.6 Law 41.6 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair short deliveries.

 Law 41.6 shall apply subject to the following:

 Law 41.6 – The Bowling of Fast Short Pitched Balls 

 Law 41.6 shall be replaced by the following: 

(a)  A bowler shall be limited to two fast short-pitched deliveries per 
over. 

(b)  A fast short-pitched delivery is defined as a ball which passes 
or would have passed above the shoulder height of the striker 
standing upright at the popping crease. 

(c)  The umpire at the bowler’s end shall advise the bowler and the 
batsman on strike when each fast short pitched delivery has been 
bowled. 

(d)  In addition, for the purpose of this regulation and subject to 
Clause 42.4.1 (f) below, a ball that passes above head height of 
the batsman, that prevents him from being able to hit it with his 
bat by means of a normal cricket stroke shall be called a wide. 

(e)  For the avoidance of doubt any fast short pitched delivery that is 
called a wide under this playing condition shall also count as the 
allowable short pitched delivery in that over 

(f)  In the event of a bowler bowling more than two fast short-pitched 
deliveries in an over as defined in Clause 42.4.1 (b) above, the 
umpire at the bowlers end shall call and signal no ball on each 
occasion. A differential signal shall be used to signify a fast short 

pitched delivery. The umpire shall call and signal ‘no ball’ and 
then tap the head with the other hand. 

(g) If a bowler delivers a third fast short pitched ball in an over, the 
umpire, after the call of no ball and when the ball is dead, shall 
caution the bowler, inform the other umpire, the captain of the 
fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what has occurred. 
This caution shall apply throughout the innings. 

(h) If there is a second instance of the bowler being no balled in the 
innings for bowling more than two fast short pitched deliveries in 
an over, the umpire shall advise the bowler that this is his final 
warning for the innings. 

(i)  Should there be any further instance by the same bowler in that 
innings, the umpire shall call and signal no ball and when the 
ball is dead direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(j)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(k) The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsmen at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(l)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.7 Law 41.7 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair non-pitching 
deliveries

 Law 41.7 shall apply subject to the following:

(a) Any delivery which passes or would have passed on the full above 
waist height of the striker standing upright at the popping crease 
is deemed unfair, whether or not it is likely to inflict physical 
injury on the striker. 

(b)  In the event of a bowler bowling a high full pitched ball as defined 
in Clause 41.7 above, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall call and 
signal no ball.

 If, in the opinion of the umpire, such a delivery is considered 
likely to inflict physical injury on the batsman, the umpire at the 
bowler’s end shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, 
when the ball is dead, caution the bowler and issue a first and 
final warning. The umpire shall inform the other umpire, the 
captain of the fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what 
has occurred. 

Follow the Proteas on tour. Subscribe to the Proteas Cricket channel on YouTube.
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Nonstop for one another. Nonstop for our nation.
We are Proteas. We are Team South Africa.
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(c)  Should there be any further instance (where a high full pitched 
ball is bowled and is considered likely to inflict physical injury 
on the batsman) by the same bowler in that innings, the umpire 
shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, when the ball 
is dead, direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(d)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(e)  The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsman at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(f)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.8 Bowling of deliberate front-foot No ball

 Law 41.8 shall apply.

41.9 Time wasting by the fielding side

 Law 41.9 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.10 Batsman wasting time

 Law 41.10 shall apply.

41.11 The protected area

 Law 41.11 shall apply.

41.12 Fielder damaging the pitch

 Law 41.12 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.13 Bowler running on the protected area

 Law 41.13 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires may report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct

41.14 Batsman damaging the pitch

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.15 Striker in the protected area

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.16 Non-striker leaving his/her ground early

 Law 41.16 shall apply.

41.17 Batsman stealing a run

 Law 41.17 shall apply.

41.18 Penalty runs

 Law 41.18 shall apply.

41.19 Unfair actions

 Law 41.19 shall apply.

42 PLAYERS’ CONDUCT 

 Law 42 shall not apply.

42.1 Serious misconduct 

 The umpires shall act upon any serious misconduct. The relevant 
offences and the corresponding actions by the umpires are 
covered under the Schools Code of Conduct.
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Playing Conditions | T20

Except as varied hereunder, the Laws of Cricket (2017 CODE) shall apply.

PLAYER QUALIFICATIONS

COCA COLA KHAYA MAJOLA WEEK

Only players that are Under 19 years of age on 1 September 2017 and are 
eligible to participate in this tournament. Players must be or have been at 
least in Grade 12 or any lower grade in the scholastic year passed and be 
registered in or have been for a minimum of 6 subjects.

CSA BOYS U17 AND RURAL BOYS U17 WEEK

Only players that are 17 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

CSA BOYS U15 WEEK

Only players that are 15 years of age or younger at the 31st December of any 
year shall be permitted to participate in the tournament.

TEAM COMPOSITION

1 As per a CSA Board resolution, all squads must comprise of a minimum 
of 7 generic black players and must include at least 3 black African 
players in that 7.

2 A player must play at least 4 matches in the tournament, and at least 1 
match in each format.

3 There must be at least 5 generic black players in the starting XI in Time 
and 50 Over matches.

4 There must be at least 6 generic black players in the starting 12 in the 
T20 matches.

1 LAW 1 – THE PLAYERS

1.1 Law 1 – Number of players

 Law 1.1 shall be replaced by the following:

 A match is played between two sides, each of twelve players, one 
of whom shall be captain.

 A side shall consist of twelve players but not more than eleven 
players may field at any time. Any of the nominated twelve 
players shall be entitled to bowl. There shall be no limit placed 
on the number of occasions that a fielder may be replaced. It is 
the responsibility of the captains to inform the umpires of any 
replacement that he wishes to make. Any fielding replacement 
may only be made at the end of an over.

 Any of the nominated twelve players shall be permitted to bat, but 
not more than eleven players may bat at any time. 

1.2 Law 1.2 – Nomination of players

 Clause 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 shall be replaced by the following:

1.2.1 Each captain shall nominate twelve players in writing to the 
Umpires before the toss. No player may be changed after the 
nomination without the consent of the opposing captain.

1.2.2 Only a nominated player shall be entitled to act as replacement 
for another player. The Umpires, in exceptional circumstances, 
may allow additional players to act as substitute fielders. Law 2.3 
– Restrictions on the role of substitutes shall apply to any such 
additional players.

1.3 Law 1.3 – Captain

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 1.3.

 The deputy must be one of the 12nominated starting players.

2 LAW 2 – THE UMPIRES

2.1 Law 2.1 – Appointment and attendance

 The following shall apply in place of Law 2.1:

 The CSA Tournament Umpires’ Managers will be responsible for 
allocating umpires for all fixtures.

 Two Umpires, will be appointed to all matches.

2.2 Law 2.2 – Change of umpire

 Law 2.2 will apply as modified:

 Neither team will have a right of objection to an umpire’s 
appointment.

2.3 Law 2.7 – Fitness for play and Law 2.8 – Suspension of play in 
dangerous or unreasonable conditions.

 Laws 3.8 & 3.9 shall be replaced by:

2.3.1 The umpires shall be the final judges of the fitness of the ground, 
weather and light for play. See clause 2.3.5 below and Law 6.1 
(Fitness of the pitch for play).

2.3.2  Suspension of play for adverse conditions of ground, weather or 
light

(a) All references to ground include the pitch. See Law 6.1 (Area of 
pitch).

(b) If at any time the umpires together agree that the conditions of 
ground, weather or light are so bad that there is obvious and 
foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or umpire, so that 
it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to take place, 
then they shall immediately suspend play, or not allow play to 
commence or to restart. The decision as to whether conditions 
are so bad as to warrant such action is one for the umpires alone 
to make.

 The fact that the grass and the ball are wet and slippery does not 
warrant the ground conditions being regarded as unreasonable 
or dangerous. If the umpires consider the ground is so wet or 
slippery as to deprive the bowler of a reasonable foothold, the 
fielders of the power of free movement, or the batsmen of the 
ability to play their strokes or to run between the wickets, then 
these conditions shall be regarded as so bad that it would be 
unreasonable for play to take place.

(c) When there is a suspension of play it is the responsibility of the 
umpires to monitor the conditions. They shall make inspections 
as often as appropriate. Immediately the umpires together agree 
that conditions are suitable for play they shall call upon the 
players to resume the game.

(d) If play is in progress up to the start of an agreed interval then it 
will resume after the interval unless the umpires together agree 
that the conditions of ground, weather or light are so bad that 
there is obvious and foreseeable risk to the safety of any player or 
umpire, so that it would be unreasonable or dangerous for play to 
take place.

 For the avoidance of doubt the following must be noted:

2.3.3 If conditions during a rain stoppage improve and the rain is 
reduced to drizzle, the umpires must consider if they would have 
suspended play in the first place under similar conditions. If both 
on-field umpires agree that the current drizzle would not have 
caused a stoppage, then play shall resume immediately.

2.3.4 The umpires shall disregard any shadow on the pitch from the 
stadium or from any permanent object on the ground.

2.3.5 If a shadow from the fielder falls across the striker’s half of the 
pitch, the fielder must remain stationary from the time the bowler 
commences his run up until the striker has received the ball. In 
the event of a fielder moving before the striker receives the ball, 
the umpire shall call and signal ‘dead ball’ if he considers the 
striker has been disadvantaged by the action.

3 LAW 3 – THE SCORERS

3.1 Law 3.2 – Correctness of scores 

 Attention is drawn to Clause 2.15

4 LAW 4 – THE BALL

 Law 4 shall apply subject to the following:

4.1 Law 4.2 – Approval and control of balls

 Law 4.3 shall be replaced by the following:

 Each fielding team shall have one new ball for its innings.

 The umpires shall retain possession of the match ball(s) 
throughout the duration of the match when play is not actually 
taking place. During play umpires shall periodically and irregularly 
inspect the condition of the ball and shall retain possession of it at 
the fall of a wicket, a drinks interval, or any other disruption in play.

4.2 Law 4.4 – New ball in match of more than one day’s duration

 Law 4.4 shall not apply.

4.3 Law 4.5 – Ball lost or becoming unfit for play

 Law 4.5 shall be replaced by the following:

 In the event of a ball during play being lost or in the opinion of 
the umpires, being unfit for play through normal use, the umpires 
shall allow it to be replaced by one that in their opinion has had a 
similar amount of wear.

 In the event of the ball becoming wet and soggy as a result of play 
continuing in inclement weather or in the opinion of the umpires 
being unfit for play, the ball may be replaced for a ball that has 
similar amount of wear, even though it has not gone out of shape.

 If the ball is to be replaced, the umpire shall inform the batsman.

4.4 Law 4.6 – Specifications

 Law 4.6 shall apply.

5 LAW 5 – THE BAT

 Law 5 shall apply.
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6 LAW 6 – THE PITCH

 Law 6 shall apply subject to the following:

6.1 Law 6.3 – Selection and preparation

 The following will apply in addition to Law 6.3:

6.1.2 Only authorised staff, the match officials, players, team coaches 
and authorised personnel shall be allowed access to the pitch 
area. Such access shall be subject to the following limitations:

(a) Prior to the start of play, only captains and head coaches may 
walk on the actual playing surface of the pitch area.

(b) No spiked footwear shall be permitted.

(c) No one shall be permitted to bounce a ball on the pitch, strike it 
with a bat or cause damage to the pitch in any other way.

(d) a key or knife may only be inserted in the pitch in the area between 
the popping and bowling creases.

(e) Access shall not interfere with pitch preparation.

6.1.3 In the event of any dispute, the Tournament Referee will rule and 
his ruling will be final.

6.2 Law 6.4 – Changing the pitch

 Law 6.4 shall be replaced by the following:

6.2.1 In the event of a pitch being considered too dangerous for play to 
continue in the estimation of the on-field umpires, they shall stop 
play and immediately advise the Tournament Referee.

6.2.2 The on-field umpires and Tournament Referee shall consult with 
both captains.

6.2.3 If the captains agree to continue, play shall resume.

6.2.4 If the decision is not to resume play, the on-field umpires shall 
consider one of the options in the following sequence:

(a) whether the existing pitch can be repaired. Repair work will only 
be considered if there has been malicious damage to a non-
crucial part of the pitch;

(b) whether an alternative pitch can be used;

(c)  whether the match has to be abandoned.

6.2.5 When such a decision is made, the ground authority shall make a 
public announcement as soon as possible following that decision.

6.2.6 In the event of a decision being taken in favour of Clauses 6.2.4 
(a) or 6.2.4(b) above, the supervision of the remedial or new 
preparatory work shall be the responsibility of the on-field 
umpires and the representative of the ground authority.

6.2.7 The rescheduled starting time and the rescheduled cessation 
time, together with any make-up procedures as provided herein, 
shall be the responsibility of the on-field umpires.

6.2.8 In the event that the existing pitch can be made playable after 
suitable remedial work as in Clause 6.2.4 (a) above, the match 
shall continue from the point stopped.

6.2.9 If a new pitch is prepared as in Clause 6.2.4 (b) above, the match 
shall be restarted from the first ball (but see Clause 6.2.7 above).

6.3 Law 6.5 – Non-turf pitches

 Law 6.5 shall not apply.

7 LAW 7 – THE BOWLING, POPPING AND RETURN CREASES

 Law 7 shall apply.

8 LAW 8 – THE WICKETS

 Law 8 shall apply.

9 LAW 9 – PREPARATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PLAYING 
AREA

9.1 Law 9.1 – Rolling

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.1:

9.1.1 Prior to tossing for choice of innings the artificial drying of the 
pitch and outfield shall be at the discretion of the groundsman. 
Thereafter and throughout the match the drying of the outfield 
may be undertaken at any time by the groundsman, but the 
drying of the affected area of the pitch shall be carried out only 
on the instructions and under the supervision of the umpires. 
The umpires shall be empowered to have the pitch dried without 
reference to the captains at any time they are of the opinion that it 
is unfit for play.

9.1.2 The umpires may instruct the groundsman to use any available 
equipment, including any roller for the purpose of drying the pitch 
and making it fit for play.

9.1.3 An absorbent roller may be used to remove water from the covers 
including the cover on the match pitch.

9.2 Law 9.6 – Maintenance of footholes

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 9.6:

 The umpires shall see that wherever possible and whenever it 
is considered necessary, action is taken during all intervals in 
play to do whatever is practicable to improve the bowler’s foot 
holes. As soon as possible after the conclusion of each day’s play, 
bowler’s foot holes will be repaired.
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10 COVERING THE PITCH

10.1 Law 10.1 – Before the match

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 10.1:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play.

10.2  Law 10.2 – During the match

 Law 10.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 The pitch shall be entirely protected against rain up to the 
commencement of play and for the duration of the period of the 
match.

11 LAW 11 – INTERVALS

 Law 11 shall apply subject to the following: 

11.1 Law 11.4 – Changing agreed times of intervals – Interval 
between Innings 

 If the innings of the team batting first is completed prior to the 
scheduled time for the interval, the interval shall take place 
immediately and the innings of the team batting second will 
commence correspondingly earlier. In circumstances where the 
side bowling first has not completed the allotted number of overs 
by the scheduled or re-scheduled cessation time for the first 
innings, the umpires shall reduce the length of the interval by the 
amount of time that the first innings over-ran. The minimum time 
for the interval will be 10 minutes.

 However, following a lengthy delay or interruption prior to the 
completion of the innings of the team batting first, the Umpires 
may, at their discretion, reduce the interval between innings from 
20 minutes to not less than 10 minutes. 

 Such discretion should only be exercised after determining 
the adjusted overs per side based on a 20-minute interval. If 
having exercised this discretion, the rescheduled finishing time 
for the match is earlier than the latest possible finishing time, 
then these minutes should be deducted from the length of any 
interruption during the second innings before determining the 
overs remaining. 

11.2 Law 11.8 – Intervals for drinks 

 An individual player may be given a drink either on the boundary 
edge or at the fall of a wicket, on the field, provided that no playing 
time is wasted. No other drinks shall be taken onto the field 
without the permission of the umpires. Any player taking drinks 
onto the field shall be dressed in proper cricket attire. (Subject to 
the wearing of bibs – refer to the note in clause 24.1.1).

12 LAW 12 – START OF PLAY; CESSATION OF PLAY

 Law 12 shall apply subject to the following: 

12.1 Start and Cessation Times

 There will be 2 sessions, each separated by an interval between 
innings as listed below:

  Morning Afternoon
 First Session 09:45 – 11:05 14:30 – 15:50
 Interval 11:05 – 11:25 15:50 – 16:10
 Second Session 11:25 – 12:45 16:10 – 17:30

13 LAW 13 – INNINGS 

 Law 13 shall apply subject to the following 

13.1 Law 13.1 – Number of innings 

 Law 12.1 shall be replaced by the following: 

 All matches will consist of one innings per side, each innings 
being limited to a maximum of 20 overs. 

13.2 Bowling Directives

 Appendix 2 shall NOT apply.

13.3 Length of Innings

13.3.1 Uninterrupted Matches. 

(a) Each team shall bat for 20 overs unless all out earlier. 

(b) If the team fielding first fails to bowl the required number of 
overs by the scheduled time for cessation of the first innings, 
play shall continue until the required number of overs has been 
bowled. The interval shall be reduced to enable the second 
innings to commence at the schedule time, subject to their being 
a minimum interval of 20 minutes. The team batting second shall 
receive its full quota of 20 overs irrespective of the number of 
overs it bowled in the scheduled time for the cessation of the first 
innings. 

(c) If the team batting first is dismissed in less than 20 overs, the 
team batting second shall be entitled to bat for 20 overs. 

(d) If the team fielding second fails to bowl 20 overs by the scheduled 
cessation time, the hours of play shall be extended until the 
required number of overs has been bowled or a result is achieved. 

(e) Penalties shall apply for slow over rates. (Refer to the Code of 
Conduct)

13.3.2 Delayed or Interrupted Matches 

(a) Delay or Interruption to the Innings of the Team Batting First 
Bangladesh Tour to SA . The Ashes  .  T20 Challenge 

Momentum One Day Cup . Sunfoil Series .  SA vs India

EVERY MATCH LIVE AND IN HD, WITH EXPERT COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS.
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IT’S FOR THE sun lovinG, flag wavin’, umpire 
callinG, fast bowlinG, dustbin playinG, 
family bondinG, 6 HITTING, MEAT BRAAI’N, 
COOLER BOX CARRYING,  NEW FRIEND MAKING, 
DINNER BREAK PLAYING, WAVE WAVING,
WICKET TAKING, SUMMER LOVIN’ KINDA people. 

Find out more at cricket.co.za

(i) When playing time has been lost the revised number of overs to 
be bowled in the match shall be based on a rate of 15 overs per 
hour, in the total remaining time available for play. 

(ii) The revision of the number of overs should ensure, whenever 
possible, that both teams have the opportunity of batting for the 
same number of overs. The team batting second shall not bat for 
a greater number of overs than the first team unless the latter 
completed its innings in less than its allocated overs. To constitute 
a match, a minimum of 5 overs have to be bowled to the side 
batting second, subject to the innings not being completed earlier. 

(iii) As soon as the total minutes of playing time remaining is less 
than the completed overs faced by Team 1 multiplied by 4, then 
the first innings is terminated and the provisions of 13.3.2 b) 
below take effect.

(iv) A fixed time will be specified for the commencement of the 
interval, and also the close of play for the match, by applying a 
rate of 15 overs per hour. When calculating the length of playing 
time available for the match, or the length of either innings, the 
timing and duration of all relative delays, extensions in playing 
hours, interruptions in play, and intervals, excluding those for 
drinks, will be taken into consideration. This calculation must not 
cause the match to finish earlier than the original or rescheduled 
time for cessation of play on the day. If required the original time 
shall be extended to allow for one extra over for each team. 

(v) If the team fielding first fails to bowl the revised number of 
overs by the specified time, play shall continue until the required 
number of overs have been bowled or the innings is completed. 
The interval shall be reduced to enable the second innings to 
commence at the rescheduled time, subject to their being a 
minimum interval of 10 minutes(or where the interval has been 
reduced to a period of less than 10 minutes.

(vi) Disciplinary measures will be implemented against the captain 
for slow over-rates. 

(b) Delay or Interruption to the innings of the Team Batting Second 

(i) When playing time has been lost and, as a result, it is not possible 
for the team batting second to have the opportunity of receiving 
its allocated, or revised allocation of overs in the playing time 
available, the number of overs shall be reduced at a rate of 15 
overs per hour in respect of the lost playing time. Should the 
calculations result in a fraction of an over the fraction shall be 
ignored. 

(ii) In addition, should the innings of the team batting first have been 
completed prior to the scheduled, or re-scheduled time for the 
commencement of the interval, then any calculation relating to 
the revision of overs shall not be effective until an amount of time 

equivalent to that by which the second innings started early has 
elapsed. 

(iii) To constitute a match, a minimum of 5 overs have to be bowled 
to the team batting second subject to the innings not being 
completed earlier. 

(iv) The team batting second shall not bat for a greater number of 
overs than the first team unless the latter completed its innings 
in less than its allocated overs. 

(v) A fixed time will be specified for the close of play by applying a 
rate of 15 overs per hour. With the exception of drinks intervals, 
the timing and duration of all relative delays, extensions in playing 
hours and interruptions in play, will be taken into consideration in 
specifying this time. 

(vi) If the team fielding second fails to bowl the revised overs by the 
scheduled or re-scheduled close of play, the hours of play shall be 
extended until the overs have been bowled or a result achieved. 

(vii) Disciplinary measures will be implemented against the captain 
for slow over-rates.

13.4 Extra Time

 Where the start of play is delayed or play is suspended, the 
scheduled hours of play shall be extended up to a maximum of 30 
minutes.

13.5 Number of Overs per Bowler

 No bowler shall bowl more than 4 overs in an innings. 

 In a delayed or interrupted match where the overs are reduced for 
both teams or for the team bowling second, no bowler may bowl 
more than one-fifth of the total overs allowed. 

 Where the total overs are not divisible by 5, one additional over 
shall be allowed to the maximum number per bowler necessary 
to make up the balance.

 In the event of a bowler breaking down and being unable to 
complete an over, the remaining balls will be allowed by another 
bowler. Such part of an over will count as a full over only in so far 
as each bowler’s limit is concerned.

 Appendix 2.2 (Spin bowling match directives) shall apply.

13.6 Minimum over rates

13.6.1 The minimum over rate to be achieved by the fielding team shall 
be 15overs per hour.

13.6.2 In calculating the minimum over rate, the following time 
allowances shall be made:
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(a) the actual time taken where treatment is given by authorised 
medical personnel to a player on the field of play;

(b) the actual time taken for a player to leave the field of play in the 
event of a serious injury;

(c) the actual time lost due to any other circumstances beyond the 
control of the players.

13.6.3 The over rate will be calculated at the end of the match by 
the umpires. If the over rate is calculated as being under the 
minimum over rate of 15 overs to the hour, the following shall 
apply:

(a) As soon as reasonably practicable the umpires shall inform the 
team captain and / or team manager of the relevant fielding 
team that the CSA Regulations have been breached and that the 
prescribed sanction in accordance with Clause 12.7.4 shall be 
applied.

(b) If, after consultation with the umpires, the umpires is of the 
opinion that the minimum over rate was not achieved by the 
fielding team by reason of events beyond its control, including 
(but not limited to) time wasting by the batting team, the umpires 
shall be entitled to amend the over rate calculation as he deems 
appropriate.

(c) In the event of any time allowances being granted to the fielding 
team above (time wasting by batting team), then such time shall 
be deducted from the allowances granted to such batting team in 
the determination of its over rate.

13.6.4 Sanction

 No sanction may be imposed in respect of minimum over rates in 
the event of the batting team being bowled out within two and a 
half hours of playing time for that innings.

 In the event of the umpires having determined the over rate 
being below that required, the umpires shall impose disciplinary 
procedures against the captain. (Refer to the Code of Conduct)

 On a point of clarity: Any sanctions meted out to captains of teams 
as above shall be regarded as being cumulative towards the team. 
A captain cited in a match shall be cited at the appropriate level 
that any such previously cumulative sanctions would require i.e. 
as If he himself had been captain in the previous matches where 
slow over rate sanctions had been imposed.

13.7 The toss:

 The captains shall toss for the choice of innings on the field of 
play. The toss shall take place not earlier than 30 minutes, nor 
later than 15 minutes before the scheduled or rescheduled time 
for the match to start.

 Note: Law 13.5 requiring the captain of the side winning the toss 
to notify the opposing captain as soon as the toss is completed of 
his decision to bat or to field first shall apply.

14 LAW 14 – THE FOLLOW-ON

 Law 14 shall not apply.

15  LAW 15 – DECLARATION AND FORFEITURE

 Law 15 shall not apply.

16 LAW 16 – THE RESULT

 Law 16 shall apply subject to the following:

16.1 Law 16.1 – A win – two innings match

 Law 16.1 shall not apply.

16.2 Law 16.2 – A win – one innings match

 Law 16.2 shall apply in addition to the following:

16.2.1 A result can be achieved only if both teams have had the 
opportunity of batting for at least 5 overs, unless one team has 
been all out in less than 5 overs or unless the team batting second 
scores enough runs to win in less than 5 overs. 

16.2.2 Save for circumstances where a match is awarded to a team as 
a consequence of the opposing teams refusal to play (Law 21.3), 
all matches in which both teams have not had an opportunity of 
batting for a minimum of 5 overs, shall be declared no result. 

16.3 Law 16.5.1 – A Tie 

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 21.5.1: 

 If the scores are equal, the result will be a tie and no account 
shall be taken of the number of wickets which have fallen. In the 
event of a tied match the teams shall compete in a Super Over to 
determine the winner. Refer attached Appendix 7.

16.4 Law 16.5.2 – A Draw

 Law 16.5.2 shall not apply.

16.5 Delayed or Interrupted Matches – calculation of the Target 
Score

 If, due to suspension of play after the start of the match, the 
number of overs in the innings of either team has to be revised 
to a lesser number than originally allotted minimum of 20 overs, 
then a revised target score (to win) should be set for the number 
of overs which the team batting second will have the opportunity 
of facing. This revised target is to be calculated using the current 
Duckworth/Lewis/Stern method. The target set will always be a 
whole number and one run less will constitute a Tie. 
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16.6 Correctness of result

 Any query on the result of the match as defined in Laws 16.2, 
16.3, 16.4, 16.8 and 16.10 (as modified by these regulations) shall 
be resolved as soon as possible and a final decision made by the 
umpires at close of play.

17 LAW 17 – THE OVER

 Law 17 shall apply.

18 LAW 18 – SCORING RUNS

 Law 18 shall apply.

19 LAW 19 – BOUNDARIES

19.1  Law 19.1 – The boundaries of the field of play

 The following will be applicable to Girls Under 19 Venues only:

 The boundary shall be a minimum of 50 metres and a maximum 
of 64 metres. Distances shall be measured from the centre of the 
pitch.

19.3 Law 19.2.7 – Scoring a boundary

 The following shall be added to Law 19.2.7

 If an unauthorised person enters the playing arena and handles 
the ball, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall be the sole judge of 
whether the boundary allowance should be scored or the ball be 
treated as still in play or called dead ball if a batsman is liable to 
be out as a result of the unauthorised person handling the ball.

20 LAW 20 – DEAD BALL

 Law 20 shall apply.

21 LAW 21 – NO BALL

 Law 21 shall apply subject to the following:

21.1 Law 21.1 – Mode of delivery

 Law 21.1.2 shall be replaced by the following:

 The bowler may not deliver the ball underarm. If a bowler bowls 
a ball underarm the umpire shall call and signal no ball, and the 
ball is to be re-bowled overarm.

21.2 Free Hit

 In addition to the above, the delivery following a no ball called for 
all modes of no ball shall be a free hit for whichever batsman is 
facing it. If the delivery for the free hit is not a legitimate delivery 
(any kind of no ball or a wide ball), then the next delivery will 
become a free hit for whichever batsman is facing it.

 For any free hit, the striker can be dismissed only under the 
circumstances that apply for a no ball, even if the delivery for the 
free hit is called wide ball.

 Field changes are not permitted for free hit deliveries unless: 
there is a change of striker (the provisions of clause 28.1 shall 
apply).

a) There is a change of striker (the provisions of clause 28.1 shall 
apply),

 or

b) The No Ball was the result of a fielding restriction breach, in 
which case the field may be changed to the extent of correcting 
the breach.

 The umpires will signal a free hit by (after the normal No Ball 
signal) extending one arm straight upwards and moving it in a 
circular motion. 

22 LAW 22 – WIDE BALL

22.1 Law 22.1 – Judging a Wide

 Law 21 shall apply with the following addition to Law 21.1:

 Umpires are instructed to apply very strict and consistent 
interpretation in regard to this Law in order to prevent negative 
bowling wide of the wicket. 

 Any offside or legside delivery which in the opinion of the umpire 
does not give the batsman a reasonable opportunity to score shall 
be called a wide. As a guide, any ball pitching outside leg stump 
and going down leg, will be called wide.

 The bowling creases shall be marked 0.75m (2’ 6”) from each of 
the two outer stumps to assist the Umpires adjudicating offside 
wides for right and left handed batsmen.

23 LAW 23 – BYE AND LEG BYE

 Law 23 shall apply.

24 LAW 24 – FIELDER ABSENT OR LEAVING THE FIELD

 Law 24 shall not apply.

 Note: Squad members of the fielding team who are not playing 
in the match and who are not acting as substitute fielders shall 
be required to wear a team training bib whilst on the playing area 
(Including the area between the boundary and the perimeter 
fencing).

25 LAW 25 – SUBSTITUTES AND RUNNER

 Law 25 shall apply subject to the following:

25.1 Law 25.1 – Substitutes and Runners

 Law 25.1, 25.5 and 25.7 shall not apply. A runner for a batsman 
when batting is not permitted.

 Law 25.1 shall be amended as follows:
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 The umpires shall have discretion to allow, for other wholly 
acceptable reasons, a substitute fielder to act for a nominated 
player at the start of the match, or at any subsequent time.

26 LAW 26 – PRACTICE ON THE FIELD

26.1 Law 26– Practice on the field

 The following shall apply in addition to Law 26.1:

 The use of the square for practice on any day of any match shall 
be permissible provided that no practice takes place on the 
match pitch for that match. The umpires will have sole discretion 
as to whether practice will be allowed on the square that might 
be designated for matches on succeeding days if damage could 
occur to those pitches.

 Bowling practice on the bowling strips referred to in (a) above 
shall also be permitted during the interval (and change of innings 
if not the interval) unless the umpires consider that, in the 
prevailing conditions of ground and weather, it will be detrimental 
to the surface of the square.

26.2  Law 26.2 – Practice on the outfield

 Law 26.2 shall apply save that Law 26.2.2 shall be replaced with 
the following:

(ii)  There shall be no bowling or batting practice on the outfield. 
Bowling a ball, using a short run up to a player in the outfield is 
not to be regarded as bowling practice but shall be subject to (b) 
(iii) and (c) below.

27 LAW 27 – THE WICKET-KEEPER

 Law 27 shall apply.

28 LAW 28 – THE FIELDER

 Law 28 shall apply subject to the contents of Appendix 1.

28.1 Restrictions on the placement of fieldsmen 

28.1.1 At the instant of delivery, there may not be more than 5 fieldsmen 
on the leg side.

28.1.2 In addition to the restriction contained in clause 28.1.1 above, 
further fielding restrictions shall apply to certain overs in 
each innings. The nature of such fielding restrictions and the 
overs during which they shall apply are set out in the following 
paragraphs.

a) Subject to 28.1.3 below these additional fielding restrictions shall 
apply to the first 6 overs of each innings (Fielding Restriction 
Overs).

b) Two semi-circles shall be drawn on the field of play. The semi-
circles shall have as their centre the middle stump at either 

end of the pitch. The radius of each of the semi-circles shall be 
27.43 meters). The semi-circles shall be linked by two parallel 
straight lines drawn on the field. (Refer attached Appendix 5). 
These fielding restriction areas should be marked by continuous 
painted white lines or ‘dots’ at 5-yard (4.57 metres) intervals, each 
‘dot’ to be covered by a white plastic or rubber (but not metal) disc 
measuring 7 inches (18 cm) in diameter. 

c) During the Fielding Restriction Overs only two fieldsmen shall be 
permitted outside this fielding restriction area at the instant of 
delivery. 

d) During the non-Fielding Restriction Overs, no more than 5 
fieldsmen shall be permitted outside the fielding restriction area 
referred to in clause 28.1.2 b above.

28.1.3 In circumstances when the number of overs of the batting team 
is reduced, the number of Fielding Restriction Overs shall be 
reduced in accordance with the table below. For the sake of 
clarity, it should be noted that the table shall apply to both the 1st 
and 2nd innings of the match. 

Total overs No. of overs for which fielding in innings restrictions  
in clauses 28.1.2 a, 28.1.2 c above will apply

5 – 8 2

9 – 11 3

12 – 14 4

15 – 18 5

19 – 20 6

28.1.4 If an innings is interrupted during an over and if on the resumption 
of play, due to the reduced number of overs of the batting team, 
the required number of Fielding Restriction Overs have already 
been bowled, the remaining deliveries in the over to be completed 
shall not be subject to the fielding restrictions.

28.1.5 In the event of an infringement of any of the above fielding 
restrictions, the square leg umpire shall call and signal ‘No Ball’.

 When there is no demarcation of the restricted areas mentioned 
above, the Umpires’ shall be the sole judges of these imaginary 
areas.

29 LAW 29 – THE WICKET IS DOWN

 Law 29 shall apply.

30 LAW 30 – BATSMAN OUT OF HIS GROUND

  Law 30 shall apply.
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31 LAW 31 – APPEALS

 Law 31 shall apply.

32 LAW 32– BOWLED

 Law 32 shall apply.

33 LAW 33 – CAUGHT

 Law 33 shall apply.

34 LAW 34 – HIT THE BALL TWICE

 Law 34 shall apply.

35  LAW 35 – HIT WICKET

 Law 35 shall apply.

36  LAW 36 – LEG BEFORE WICKET

 Law 36 shall apply.

37  LAW 37 – OBSTRUCTING THE FIELD

 Law 37 shall apply. 

 For the avoidance of doubt, if an umpire feels that a batsman, 
in running between the wickets, has significantly changed his 
direction without probable cause and thereby obstructed a 
fielder’s attempt to effect a run out, the batsman should, on 
appeal, be given out, obstructing the field. It shall not be relevant 
whether a run out would have occurred or not. A batsman who 
runs on the protected area and has not necessarily changed 
direction, may also be adjudged as having obstructed the field.

 If the change of direction involves the batsman crossing the pitch, 
Law 41.14 shall also apply.

38  LAW 38 – RUN OUT

 Law 38 shall apply.

39  LAW 39 – STUMPED

 Law 39 shall apply.

40  LAW 40 – TIMED OUT

 Law 40 will apply except that the incoming batsman must be in 
position to take guard or for his partner to be ready to receive the 
next ball within 1 minute 30 seconds of the fall of the previous 
wicket. The incoming batsman is expected to be ready to make 
his way to the wicket immediately a wicket falls. The batsmen are 
expected to cross within the fielding restriction circle.

41 LAW 41 – FAIR AND UNFAIR PLAY

41.1  Law 41.1 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of captains 

 Law 41.1 shall apply. 

41.2  Law 41.2 – Fair and unfair play – responsibility of umpires 

 Law 41.2 shall apply. 

41.3 Law 41.3 – The match ball – changing its condition 

 Law 41.3 shall apply, subject to the following:

41.3.1  The umpires shall make frequent and irregular inspections of 
the ball. In addition, they shall immediately inspect the ball if they 
suspect anyone of attempting to change the condition of the ball, 
except as permitted in 41.3.2. 

41.3.2  It is an offence for any player to take any action which changes the 
condition of the ball. 

 Except in carrying out his/her normal duties, a batsman is not 
allowed to wilfully damage the ball. See also Law 5.5 (Damage to 
the ball). 

 A fielder may, however: 

41.3.2.1  polish the ball on his/her clothing provided that no artificial 
substance is used and that such polishing wastes no time. 

41.3.2.2  remove mud from the ball under the supervision of an umpire. 

41.3.2.3  dry a wet ball on a piece of cloth that has been approved by the 
umpires. 

41.3.3  The umpires shall consider the condition of the ball to have been 
unfairly changed if any action by any player does not comply with 
the conditions in 41.3.2. 

41.3.4  If the umpires consider that the condition of the ball has been 
unfairly changed by a member or members of either side, they 
shall ask the captain of the opposing side if he/she would like the 
ball to be replaced. If necessary, in the case of the batting side, 
the batsmen at the wicket may deputise for their captain. 

41.3.4.1  If a replacement ball is requested, the umpires shall select 
and bring into use immediately, a ball which shall have wear 
comparable to that of the previous ball immediately prior to the 
contravention. 

41.3.4.2  Regardless of whether a replacement ball has been chosen to be 
used, the bowler’s end umpire shall 

 –  award 5 Penalty runs to the opposing side. 

 –  if appropriate, inform the batsmen at the wicket and the 
captain of the fielding side that the ball has been changed and 
the reason for their action. 

 –  inform the captain of the batting side as soon as practicable of 
what has occurred. Laws of Cricket 2017 Code 59 

 The umpires together shall report the occurrence as soon as 
possible after the match to the Executive of the offending side and 
to any Governing Body responsible for the match, who shall take 
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such action as is considered appropriate against the captain, any 
other individuals concerned and, if appropriate, the team. 

41.3.5  If the umpires agree that in the match there has been any further 
instance by that team of unfairly changing the condition of the 
ball, they shall 

41.3.5.1  repeat the procedure in 41.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2. 

 If the further offence is committed by the fielding side, additionally 
the bowler’s end umpire shall 

41.3.5.2  –  direct the captain of the fielding side to suspend immediately 
from bowling the bowler who delivered the preceding ball; he/
she shall not be allowed to bowl again in the match. 

 –  inform the batsmen at the wicket and, as soon as practicable, 
the captain of the batting side of the reason for the action. 

 –  if necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, 
who shall neither have bowled any part of the previous over, 
nor be allowed to bowl any part of the next over.

41.4 Law 41.4 – Deliberate attempt to distract striker 

 Law 41.4 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.5 Law 41.5 – Deliberate distraction, deception or obstruction of 
batsman 

 Law 41.5 shall apply subject to the following: 

 In addition, the umpire shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.6 Law 41.6 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair short deliveries

 Law 41.6 shall apply subject to the following:

 Law 41.6 – The Bowling of Fast Short Pitched Balls 

 Law 41.6 shall be replaced by the following: 

(a)  A bowler shall be limited to one fast short-pitched delivery per 
over. 

(b)  A fast short-pitched delivery is defined as a ball which passes 
or would have passed above the shoulder height of the striker 
standing upright at the popping crease. 

(c)  The umpire at the bowler’s end shall advise the bowler and the 
batsman on strike when each fast short pitched delivery has been 
bowled. 

(d)  In addition, for the purpose of this regulation and subject to 
Clause 41.6 (f) below, a ball that passes above head height of the 
batsman, that prevents him from being able to hit it with his bat 
by means of a normal cricket stroke shall be called a wide. 

(e)  For the avoidance of doubt any fast short pitched delivery that is 
called a wide under this playing condition shall also count as the 
allowable short pitched delivery in that over 

(f)  In the event of a bowler bowling more than one fast short-pitched 
deliveries in an over as defined in Clause 41.6 (b) above, the 
umpire at the bowlers end shall call and signal no ball on each 
occasion. A differential signal shall be used to signify a fast short 
pitched delivery. The umpire shall call and signal ‘no ball’ and 
then tap the head with the other hand. 

(g) If a bowler delivers a second fast short pitched ball in an over, the 
umpire, after the call of no ball and when the ball is dead, shall 
caution the bowler, inform the other umpire, the captain of the 
fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what has occurred. 
This caution shall apply throughout the innings. 

(h) If there is a second instance of the bowler being no balled in the 
innings for bowling more than one fast short pitched deliveries in 
an over, the umpire shall advise the bowler that this is his final 
warning for the innings. 

(i)  Should there be any further instance by the same bowler in that 
innings, the umpire shall call and signal no ball and when the 
ball is dead direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(j)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(k) The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsmen at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(l)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.7 Law 41.7 – Bowling of dangerous and unfair non-pitching 
deliveries

 Law 41.7 shall be replaced by the following: 

(a) Any delivery which passes or would have passed on the full above 
waist height of the striker standing upright at the popping crease 
is deemed unfair, whether or not it is likely to inflict physical 
injury on the striker. 

(b)  In the event of a bowler bowling a high full pitched ball as defined 
in Clause 41.7 (a) above, the umpire at the bowler’s end shall call 
and signal no ball.
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 If, in the opinion of the umpire, such a delivery is considered 
likely to inflict physical injury on the batsman, the umpire at the 
bowler’s end shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, 
when the ball is dead, caution the bowler and issue a first and 
final warning. The umpire shall inform the other umpire, the 
captain of the fielding side and the batsmen at the wicket of what 
has occurred. 

(c)  Should there be any further instance (where a high full pitched 
ball is bowled and is considered likely to inflict physical injury 
on the batsman) by the same bowler in that innings, the umpire 
shall, in addition to calling and signalling no ball, when the ball 
is dead, direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If 
necessary, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who 
shall neither have bowled the previous over, or part thereof, nor 
be allowed to bowl the next over, or part thereof. 

(d)  The bowler thus taken off shall not be allowed to bowl again in 
that innings. 

(e)  The umpire will report the occurrence to the other umpire, the 
batsman at the wicket and as soon as possible to the captain of 
the batting side. 

(f)  The umpires may report the matter to the CSA Umpire’s Manager 
who shall take such action as is considered appropriate against 
the captain and the bowler concerned. (Refer also to Law 41.1 
Fair and Unfair Play – Responsibility of the Captains.) 

41.8 Bowling of deliberate front-foot No ball

 Law 41.8 shall apply.

41.9 Time wasting by the fielding side

 Law 41.9 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.10 Batsman wasting time

 Law 41.10 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.11 The protected area

 Law 41.11 shall apply.

41.12 Fielder damaging the pitch

 Law 41.12 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires shall report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct.

41.13 Bowler running on the protected area

 Law 41.13 shall apply subject to the following:

 In addition, the umpires may report the incident to the CSA 
Umpire’s Manager under the CSA Code of Conduct

41.14 Batsman damaging the pitch

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.15 Striker in the protected area

 Law 41.14 shall apply.

41.16 Non-striker leaving his/her ground early

 Law 41.16 shall apply.

41.17 Batsman stealing a run

 Law 41.17 shall apply.

41.18 Penalty runs

 Law 41.18 shall apply.

41.19 Unfair actions

 Law 41.19 shall apply.

6 MOVES
30 MINS
500 CALS
The Grid is a fast, hit-it-for-six workout that’ll get you 
to push, pull, lunge, bend, twist and squat your way to 
match-level fitness. Exclusive to Virgin Active.
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Appendix 2 | Bowling DirectivesAppendix 1 | Protective Equipment

41.1 Law 28.1 – Protective equipment
 

This directive will apply to ALL formats of the game

 In addition to Law 28.1:

 The exchanging of protective equipment between members of 
the fielding side on the field shall be permitted provided that the 
umpires do not consider that it constitutes a waste of playing 
time. 

 In under 13 matches:

 All close in fielder(s) fielding within 5 metres in front of the 
wicket must wear a full helmet (visor included). The CSA and or 
any of its affiliates indemnify itself from any recourse failing the 
implementation of this provision.

 In all other older age group matches:

 All close in fielder(s) fielding within 3 metres in front of the 
wicket must wear a full helmet (visor included). The CSA and or 
any of its affiliates indemnify itself from any recourse failing the 
implementation of this provision.

 The following is applicable to all batsmen:

 All batsmen shall wear a full helmet (visor included) whilst 
batting and play is in progress. The CSA and or any of its affiliates 
indemnify itself from any recourse failing the implementation of 
this provision.

 Any batsman arriving at the crease without wearing a full helmet 
shall constitute a refusal to play and shall be given out. This 
offending batsman shall be recorded retired out in the scorebook.

 The following is applicable to the wicket-keeper:

 The wicket-keeper must a wear full helmet (visor included) 
when standing up at the wicket. CSA and or any of its affiliates 
indemnify itself from any recourse failing the implementation of 
this provision.

 In the event of a wicket-keeper not wearing a helmet as required 
in the instance above the umpires will cease play and direct the 
wicket-keeper to do so. Any time lost in this directive will be 
added at the end of the session.

1 FAST BOWLING MATCH DIRECTIVES
 

This directive will apply to ALL formats of the game

 For the purposes of these Directives a fast bowler is defined as a 
bowler to whom a wicket keeper in the same age group would in 
normal circumstances stand back to take the ball.

 Having completed a spell the bowler cannot bowl again, from 
either end, until the equivalent number of overs to the length of 
his* spell have been bowled from the same end. A bowler can 
change ends without ending his current spell provided that he 
bowls the next over that he legally can from the other end. If this 
does not happen his spell is deemed to be concluded. If play is 
interrupted, for any reason, for less than 40 minutes any spell in 
progress at the time of the interruption can be continued after 
the interruption up to the maximum number of overs per spell 
for the appropriate age group. If the spell is not continued after 
the interruption the bowler cannot bowl again, from either end, 
until the equivalent number of overs to the length of his spell 
before the interruption have been bowled from the same end. If 
the interruption is of 40 minutes of more, whether scheduled or 
not, the bowler can commence a new spell immediately.

 Once a bowler covered by these Directives has bowled in a match 
he cannot exceed the maximum number overs per day for his 
age group even if he subsequently bowls spin. He can exceed the 
maximum overs per spell if bowling spin, but cannot then revert 
to bowling fast until an equivalent number of overs to the length 
of his spell have been bowled from the same end. If he bowls spin 
without exceeding the maximum number of overs in a spell the 
maximum will apply as soon as he reverts to bowling fast.

 Captains, Team Managers and umpires are asked to ensure that 
these Directives are followed at all times.

 Depicted in the table below are the various age group restrictions 
applicable to the above:

 

Age Max overs per spell Max. overs per day

U13 4 12

U15 5 15

U17 6 18

U18 6 18

U19 6 18

 Note: In cases where a team fields for a second time on the day, 
and a bowler has bowled his quota for the day in the first innings, 
he is allowed to bowl in the second innings provided he does not 
exceed the number of overs as depicted in the maximum overs 
per spell.

2 SPIN BOWLING MATCH DIRECTIVES

 There shall be a minimum number of spin bowling in each 
innings of the match as depicted in the table below.

 

Total No of overs in Innings Number of spin  
bowling overs to be bowled

50-45 10

44-40 8

39-35 7

34-30 6

29-25 5

24-20 4

20-16 4

15-12 3

11-8 2

7-5 1

 Applicable to T20 Cricket

 In the event of a bowler breaking down and being unable to 
complete an over, the remaining balls will be allowed by another 
bowler. Such part of an over will count as a full over only in so far 
as each bowler’s limit is concerned.

*Any reference to he/his should be interpreted to include she/her.
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Schools Code of Conduct

PREAMBLE

The General Guidelines for Good Conduct are intended to establish a code of 
behaviour that will honour and preserve the Etiquette and Values enshrined 
in the game of cricket and in the concept of Sportsmanship.

As an administrative body concerned with sport in school, SASC aims, 
through sport, to educate the child to appreciate the values of honesty, 
courtesy, consideration for others and self discipline. These values are to 
supplement the qualities developed by dedication required to succeed in a 
competitive environment in which skills, perseverance and concentration 
are paramount.

Players are subject to school rules and to the rules laid down by the different 
tournaments and leagues. All those attending SASC tournaments, whether 
they are Administrators, Managers, Coaches, Umpires, Parents, Spectators 
or the Media, are expected to conduct themselves in a responsible manner 
and to remember that the tournaments have been arranged for the 
enjoyment and development of the children.

The General Guidelines for Good Conduct defines the behaviour expected of 
all the above groups. Discrimination or prejudice in respect of race, religion 
or gender is unacceptable in all circumstances.

PLAYERS

• Play according to the Laws of the Game, the SASC Cricket Board Code of 
Conduct at Cricket Tournaments, and the rules of tournaments or local 
leagues.

• Apply fair play principles and be a good sport. Do not claim unfair 
catches, be prepared to walk if you know you hit the ball and a fair catch 
was made, refrain from excessive or ridiculous appeals, acknowledge 
the good play of others, both by your team mates and by the opposition; 
do not indulge in over-exuberant celebration in any way.

• When given out by an umpire, do not linger on the field or demonstrate 
your dissatisfaction in any way.

• Control your temper. Violence or verbal abuse towards officials or other 
players is unacceptable.

• Deliberately taking unfair advantage of, distracting or provoking an 
opponent is unacceptable.

• Do not protest or argue with an official. Your captain, coach or manager 
may query/discuss the matter with the official during an appropriate 
break or after the game.

• Put the interests of the team before your own.

• Do not be arrogant in victory, or surly in defeat. Be gracious towards 
your opponent, whatever occurs.

• Disciplined behaviour is required, both on and off the field of play.

• Encourage players to think for themselves and to express their individual 
talents. Allow them to consider strategy and to make decisions. Instil 
in your captain the required knowledge and give him/her freedom to 
decide.

• Protect young fast bowlers from injury by concentrating on correct 
technique and not over-bowling them in practices and matches.

• Encourage children to develop skills in a variety of sports.

• Remember that children practice for pleasure. Try to make enjoyment 
the priority for each practice session, emphasising appropriate sporting 
behaviour.

• Never abuse a child, physically or verbally, for making a mistake or 
losing.

• Be reasonable in your demands on young players’ time, energy and 
enthusiasm.

• Teach your players the Laws of the game as well as an appreciation of 
the history, the etiquette and the spirit of the game.

• Develop in our players respect for the ability of others and the decisions 
of officials.

• The safety of the children in your care is of paramount importance. 
Ensure that equipment and facilities are safe. Be sensitive to the 
dangers that could result if players are mismatched. Maintain a 
disciplined atmosphere at all times.

• Heed the advice of qualified physicians with regards to injured players.

• Keep up to date with latest coaching techniques and the principles of 
growth and development of children.

ADMINISTRATORS/OFFICIALS

• Give all children equal quality of opportunity to participate.

• Avoid self-interest or political agendas. Your role is to provide equal 
quality of opportunities for the children.

• Where possible involve young people in planning, leadership and 
decision making.

• Ensure that Laws, rules, equipment, length of game, training schedules, 
rewards etc suit the age, ability and maturity levels of participants.

• Emphasise enjoyment and fair play rather than winning at all costs.

• Establish disciplinary structures and procedures.

• Be conscientious, objective and courteous when making decisions. 
Condemn unsporting behaviour and promote respect for all participants.

• Keep up to date with the Laws and trends in the game, as well as 
knowledge of the growth and development of children.

• Set the example. Your conduct and your comments should be exemplary.

• Plan well ahead. Involve all role players. Strive for maximum efficiency.

MEDIA

• Provide coverage of school sport.

• Be aware of the differences between sport at school level and the 
professional game.

• Refrain from highlighting isolated incidents of inappropriate behaviour.

• Be sensitive to the damage that can be caused to immature and 
inexperienced youngsters by the media attention.

• Focus upon honest effort. Do not place unfair expectations upon children.

• Be sensitive to the difficulties experienced by voluntary organisers and 
officials.

• Ask permission of coaches/parents/officials before interviewing children.

PREAMBLE

SASC Board is a Schools’ Association and all players are full-time pupils 
at schools. They are thus subject to school rules and to the rules laid down 
by the management committee and the tournament organiser. Similarly, 
officials (whether they be administrators, managers, coaches or umpires) 
should conduct themselves in a respectable manner befitting the teaching 
profession.

CODE OF CONDUCT

1 GENERAL

1.1 Participants at SASC tournaments:

1.1.1 Should not do anything which will harm or discredit their school, 
province or families.

1.1.2 Should not do anything which will harm, discredit or make them 
ashamed of themselves.

1.1.3 Should not do or say anything which may bring SASC into 
disrepute.

2 ON THE FIELD

 (Note: “on the field” refers to all infringements which may occur 
within the context of the game. This includes behaviour at the side 
of the field as well as on the actual field of play.)

• Adhere to the required dress code and ensure your clothes and 
equipment are clean when you begin a game.

• Do not abuse equipment or facilities, and be prepared to assist with the 
covering /uncovering of the pitches etc.

• Co-operate with the decisions of your coach and captain.

• Play for the fun of it, not just to please parents and coaches.

• Take the opportunity to make new friends and acquaintances. Respect 
all players, regardless of race, creed, gender or ability.

PARENTS

• Remember that children are playing sports for their enjoyment and 
advancement, not yours.

• Encourage your children to play to the rules and in accordance with the 
etiquette of the game.

• Do not shout at or ridicule a child for making a mistake or for losing a 
game.

• Set a good example and acknowledge the good play from all teams. Your 
child learns from your example.

• Respect all players, administrators and officials with whom your 
children may participate regardless of race, creed or gender.

• Support all efforts by administrators and officials to eradicate verbal 
and physical abuse from sporting activities.

• Respect the decisions of officials and encourage your children to do the 
same.

• Show appreciation for the time and effort of the teachers, coaches, 
administrators, officials, umpires, grounds staff etc and encourage your 
children to do the same.

• Ensure that your conduct at the side of the field is in accord with the 
etiquette and the spirit of the game. Your children are required to abide 
by the Laws of the game and to exhibit appropriate behaviour. Support 
them in their efforts and do not let them down.

TEACHERS/COACHES

• Encourage children to develop a variety of skills. Teach the full range of 
shots, bowling deliveries and fielding skills to every player. Remember 
that emerging players may develop different strengths at different 
stages of their development. E.g. Ensure bowlers have the opportunity 
to bat during practice.

• Give all children the opportunity to practice. Avoid over-playing the 
talented players and the early developers at the expense of others e.g. 
do not restrict all the batting opportunities to your top order.
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Schools Code of Conduct | Continued

2.1 Players/managers/coaches/officials

2.1.1 Must acknowledge that the umpires are in sole control of a cricket 
match once a game has begun.

2.1.2 Must not abuse umpires, or dispute a decision or react in an 
obviously provocative or disapproving manner, either towards an 
umpire, his/her decision or generally.

2.1.3 When dissatisfied with any situation within the game, must not 
remonstrate by verbal abuse or by showing equipment or clothing 
or by abusing equipment.

2.1.4 Must not indulge in intimidation that goes beyond the Laws and 
spirit of the game.

2.1.5 Must not use crude and/or abusive language, especially 
comments which can be construed to be of racial nature.

2.1.6 Must not assault, attempt to assault, or threaten to assault a 
spectator or a player/manager/coach/official or umpire.

2.1.7 Must at all times abide by the playing conditions, rules and 
regulations organized under the auspices of SASC.

3 OFF THE FIELD

3.1 Players

3.1.1 Will be subject to school discipline from the time they are in the 
care of management until they are returned to their parents.

3.1.2 Should at all times adhere to the dress code of their province or 
region.

3.1.3 Are not allowed to attend any function without prior permission of 
their managers, especially at premises licensed to sell alcohol.

3.1.4 Must adhere to the rules and regulations pertaining to 
facilities and premises provided by the hosts. Due respect and 
responsibility should be accorded such facilities.

3.1.5 Are required to adhere to the “lights out” curfew laid down by the 
local organizing committee

3.1.6 Are required to obey the instruction of any manager or official 
detailed by the organizing committee to supervise them.

3.2 Alcohol consumption, drug abuse, theft or vandalism by 
players

3.2.1 Players must refrain from smoking, consuming alcohol, using 
drugs, theft or vandalism from the time they are in the care of 
management until they are returned to their parents.

3.2.2 Drugs for medical use will be allowed provided such drugs are 
approved by a medical doctor.

3.2.2 The player found guilty of the above offences will be subject to 
severe sanction.

3.3 Managers and coaches

3.3.1 Should be aware that they are in the “in loco parents” and are in 
charge of the most precious and important people in the parents’ 
lives. They are therefore charged to act and behave accordingly.

3.3.2 Managers are responsible for the behaviour of their teams. It 
is preferable that managers be teachers, if possible. Provinces/
regions are to ensure that managers/coaches of teams are 
mature and responsible in behaviour. Managers/coaches should 
be aware that the behaviour of their charges will, in most cases, 
be a reflection of their own effectiveness and leadership.

3.3.3 Should attend all managers’ meetings.

3.3.4 Are requested to perform the lawful instructions of the organizers 
and disciplinary committee.

3.3.5 Should perform hostel/residence duty when required. Such duties 
will be organized by the local organizing committee. A roster of 
these duties will be finalized at the managers’ meeting.

4 DRESS CODE

4.1 Managers, coaches, umpires and players are to be properly 
attired:

4.1.2 Managers/coaches – long trousers, collared shirt, socks and 
shoes or collared shirt with Provincial tracksuit, shorts and 
training shoes. Managers/coaches are not to be “bare foot” at 
matches.

4.1.3 Umpires – dark trousers, collared shirt, shoes, tracksuit tops may 
be worn.

4.1.4 Players – cricket “whites” – i.e. collared shirt, jersey (if required), 
long trousers, socks and cricket shoes (u13 will wear white 
shorts only), No coloured belts or other coloured attire except for 
headgear as condoned by the organizing committee. Players not 
on the field of play (e.g. the batting side) are to wear shirts and are 
to remain appropriately attired. The 12th man must be properly 
attired (as if he were a fielder)

4.1.5 Undershirts and cycling shorts, if worn, must be white and not 
have any advertising logos visible.

4.1.6 Player’s footwear must be predominantly white uppers and only 
white laces are allowed. This also applies to the 12th man.

5 BREACHES PROCEDURE

5.1 On the field: where an official, umpire, manager, coach or 
captain wishes to report a player/official/umpire/manager/
coach for an alleged breach of the code, he/she should advise 
the tournament referee within an hour of the close of play 
and thereafter submit a report, as advised by the tournament 

referee. The tournament referee shall submit the report to the 
disciplinary committee.

5.2 Any official may report a breach of the code to any member of 
the disciplinary committee (DC) (see 6.1.1. for composition of 
DC).

6 DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS

6.1 Hearings shall be convened by the disciplinary committee (DC)

6.1.1 The DC shall consist of three members, namely the honorary 
Organizing Secretary, the CSA Umpires Manager and the 
Tournament Manager who will be the chairman.

6.2 Hearings shall take place at the earliest possible convenience.

6.2.1 At the hearings the DC shall hear evidence from

 • The complainant
 • The accused
 • Any relevant witness/es
 • The managers of the teams concerned

 The accused shall be entitled to be represented by his manager.

7 PENALTIES

7.1 Players found guilty of a breach of code:

7.1.2 May be reprimanded

7.1.3 May be required to make/write an apology.

7.1.4 May be required to make due financial recompense for 
misconduct involving theft or vandalism.

7.1.5 May be suspended from matches or from the tournament.

7.1.6 May be expelled from the tournament.

7.1.7 Any of the above penalties may be suspended for a fixed period 
determined by the DC.

7.2 Penalties imposed or recommended by the DC may be referred 
to provinces/regions for action by the provinces/regions.

8 PARENTS

8.1 Provinces/regions are asked to the best of their ability to ensure 
that the behaviour of and actions of the parents at SASC cricket 
tournaments be in line with the spirit and intentions of this Code 
of Conduct.

 Managers/coaches are requested to assume responsibility in this 
regard.

THE ROLE OF THE CSA UMPIRES MANAGER

1 The CSA Umpires Manager will adjudicate in disputes relating to 
incidents that occur during matches. As far as possible, matters 
of dispute should be dealt with by the umpires according to the 
playing conditions and Laws of the game. However, where there are 
disagreements resulting from different interpretations, the Tournament 
Referee should be called upon to make a judgement.

 This implies that the CSA Umpires Manager should be readily accessible 
by cell phone and mobile so that, if necessary, if the matter cannot be 
resolved on the phone, he can reach the ground quickly.

2 The CSA Umpires Manager will receive complaints which may or may 
not require the attention of the Disciplinary Committee (see “Code of 
Conduct”). The intention of this is he may be able to resolve or defuse 
certain situations prior to a convening of the Disciplinary Committee.

3 The CSA Umpires Manager will himself report any breach of the Code to 
the Disciplinary Committee. Furthermore, he may raise with managers/
coaches or players, any behaviour (on or off the field during the match 
situation) which in his opinion is unseemly or contrary to the Spirit of the 
Week.
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Schools Code of Conduct | Continued

THERE ARE THREE LEVELS OF OFFENCES UNDER THE CODE OF CONDUCT, APPLICABLE TO PLAYERS, TEAM AND TECHNICAL OFFICIALS,  
EACH WITH A SET OF PENALTIES THAT CAN BE IMPOSED BY THE DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE.

LEVEL 1

Penalty Provision: 

Level 1 contraventions will carry penalties that range from a severe reprimand, give a written apology and or 1 – 2 match ban from participating in matches. In 
the event of a technical official contravening a monetary fine can also be imposed.

Level 1 Offences:

1.1 Abuse of cricket equipment or clothing, ground equipment or fixtures and fittings;
1.2 Showing dissent at an umpires’ decision by action or verbal abuse;
1.3 Using language that is obscene, offensive or insulting and/or the making of an obscene gesture;
1.4 Excessive appealing;
1.5 Pointing or gesturing towards the pavilion in an aggressive manner by a bowler or other member of the fielding side upon the dismissal of a batsman; 

and
1.6 A captain failing in maintaining the required minimum over rate with a deficit of one to two overs as determined by the match officials.

LEVEL 2 

Penalty Provision:

Level 2 contraventions will carry penalties that range from a 2 – 3 match ban from participating in matches. In the event of a technical official contravening a 
monetary fine can also be imposed.

Level 2 Offences:

2.1 Repeat of the same Level 1 Offence within the tournament;
2.2 Showing serious dissent at an umpires’ decision by action or verbal abuse;
2.3 Public criticism of, or inappropriate comment on a match related incident or match official;
2.4 Inappropriate and deliberate physical contact between players in the course of play;
2.5 Charging or advancing towards the umpire in an aggressive manner when appealing;
2.6 Deliberate and malicious distraction or obstruction on the field of play;
2.7 Throwing the ball at or near a player, umpire or official in an inappropriate and dangerous manner;
2.8 Ball tampering infringements;
2.9 Using language that is obscene, offensive or of a seriously insulting nature to another player, umpire, Officials or spectator. (It is acknowledged that 

there will be verbal exchanges between players in the course of play. Rather than seeking to eliminate these exchanges entirely, umpires will look to 
lay charges when this falls below an acceptable standard. In this instance, language will be interpreted including gestures); and

2.10 A captain failing in maintaining the required minimum over rate with a deficit of more than two overs as determined by the match officials.

LEVEL 3

Disciplinary Commissioner

All Level 3 offences will be adjudicated by a Commissioner with legal experience as appointed by the host province.

The Commissioner shall have the power to adjudicate upon and impose penalties for any breach as listed below.

Penalty Provision:

Level 3 contraventions will carry penalties that will be an immediate suspension and or expulsion from the tournament, for conduct unbecoming and bringing 
the game into disrepute. The guilty party will also be required to make all financial arrangements for returning home in the event of an expulsion from the 
tournament. In the event of a technical official contravening a monetary fine can also be imposed.

Level 3 Offences:

3.1 Repeat of the same Level 2 Offence within the tournament;
3.2 Intimidation of an umpire or official, whether by language or conduct;
3.3 Threat of assault on a Player, Officials, Spectator or Umpire(s);
3.4 Physical assault of another player, Umpire, Official or Spectator;
3.5 Any act of violence on the field of play;
3.6 Alcohol consumption, drug abuse, any form smoking (cigarettes, Hooka pipes etc.), theft, any form of vandalism by players and learner officials; and
3.7 Using language or gestures that offends, insults, humiliates, intimidates, threatens, disparages or vilifies another person on the basis of that person’s 

race, religion, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin.
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